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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
TheHouseconvenedat 11 a.m., e.d.t. 

THX SPEAKER (H. JACK. SELTZER) IN THE CHAIR 

-~ ~~~ 

HB 98, PN 109 

An Act amending the act of May 27, 1937 (P. L. 926, No. 
249). referred to as the Bedding and Upholstery Law, removing 
provisionsrelating to quiltedclothimg. 

PRAYER 
THE HONORABLE EDMUND J. SIEMWSKI, member of 

the H~~~~ of ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ t i ~ ~ ~  and guest chaplain, offered the 
following prayer: 

universe. 
What we are and what we will he should reflect and magnify The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the minority whip. 

Your goodness. Mr. MANDERINO. Mr. Speaker, I have no requests for leaves 

SB 197, PN 381 

An Act authorizing the Department of General Services, with 
the approval of the Governor and the Adjutant General, to sell 
and convey real property situate in the Borough of Grove City, 
Mercer County to the Borough of Grove City. 

Heavenly Father, as we begin another day of deliberation on 
measures which will affect the future of the citizens of this 
great Commonwealth, keep us ever mindful that we remember 
that You are the first and last cause, the prime mover of this 

Regardless of our individual religious preferences, we shou 
remember in our deliberations to treat others as we would lil 
to be treated. This we ask in Your name. Amen. 

LEAVE OF ABSENCE GRANTED 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the majority whip. 
Mr. S. E. HAYES. Mr. Speaker, I request leave of absence for 

w.  WILT^^^ todav's session. 

JOURNAL APPROVAL POSTPONED 
The SPEAKER. Without objection, approval of the Journ 

for Monday, April 30,1979, will be postponed until printed. 

HOUSE BILL INTRODUCED AND 
REFERRED TO COMMITTEE 

No. 1109 By Messrs. DeVERTER, L. E. SMITH, 
THOMAS, HELFRICK, NOYE, A. C. 
FOSTER, MILLER, SALVATORE, 
PICCOLA, HASAY, MADIGAN, 
MILANOVICI-I and SIEMINSKI 

An Act prohihit~nr: logal .;t,r\.ii.r org;in~ations from suing th, 
Comloona.t~;ilth for ct!rtaln d.ln13ges. r~,riuirlnl: certi~in disclo. 
sures and providing penalties. 

Referred to Committee on Judiciary. 

SENATE MESSAGE 
HOUSE BILL CONCURRED IN BY SENATE 

The Senate concurred in and returned HB 98, PN 109. 

BILLS SIGNED BY SPEAKER 

of absence. 
The SPEAKER. Without objection, leave is granted. 

HOUSE SCHEDULE 
The SPEAKER. The Chair is about to take today's roll. 
TheChair recognizes the majority leader. 
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, HR 53, PN 1240, has been distrih- 

uted. The Rules Committee yesterday accepted approximately a 
half dozen amendments a t  their committee meeting. A number 
of the members have other suggested amendments. It will be 
necessarv for the Reference Bureau to redraft your amend- 
ments to the new printer's number. We intend to run the rules 
resolution today. I am asking you, now, to make arrangements 
with the Reference Bureau to redraft any amendments you 
want to offer to the new printer's number. It is my intention 
this morning to run the calendar for an hour or an hour and a 
half, break for caucus to caucus on the calendar, and during 
this 2- or 3-hour interval, allow the Reference Bureau to get the 
new amendments. I assume that the Reference Bureau has a 
speaker system in their offices. I am asking them by this an- 
nouncement to be prepared to redraft the rules resolution 
amendments, because they will be handled today and we will 
complete it today, hopefully. 

I have every intention of staying here until we dispose of HR 
53 tonight. It is the only way we are going to get through it. 

So please take care of this problem now. Do not inconveni- 
ence all of us by coming up with a new idea at  6 o'clock or 7 
o'clock tonight and then ask everyone to stick around to consid- 

The following bills, having been prepared for presentation to er your amendments and wait while the Reference Bureau gets 
the Governor, were signed by thespeaker: them down. So please address yourself to this problem immedi- 
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The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three differ- The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 763, PN 
ent days and agreed to and is now on final passage. I 829, entitled: 

t amending the "Real Estate Tax Sale Law " ap roved 
1947 (P. L. lX&&A - ~ 4 2 ) . ~ f l l G h w m ~ i r i i n . . L  

Bittle 
Borski 
Bowser 
Brandt 
Brawn 
Brunner 
Burd 
Burns 
Caltagirone 
Cappabiancs 
Cessar 
Chess 
Cianciulli 
Cimini 
Clark, B. 
Clark, R. 
Coehran 
Cohen 
Cole 
Cornell 
Coslett 
Cowell 
Cunningham 
Davies 
Dawida 
DeMedia 
DeVerter 
DeWeese 
DiCarlo 
Dininni 
Dombrowski 
Eorr 
Duffy 
Dumas 
Durham 
Earley 
Fpe 
Fischer, R. R. 
Fisher, D. M. 
Faster, A. 

George. C. 
George. M. 
Giammarco 
Gladeck 
Goebel 
Goodman 
Grabowski 
Greenfield 
Grieca 
Gruppo 
Halverson 
Harper 
Hasay 
Hayes, D. S .  
Hayes,% E. 
Helfrick 
Haeffel 
Hanaman 
Hutchinson, W. 
Irvis 
Itkin 
Johnson, E. 
Johnson, J. 
Jones 
Kanuck 
Kernick 
Klingaman 
Knepper 
Knight 
Kolter 
Kawalyshyn 
Kukovich 
Lashinger 
Laughlin 
Lehr 
Letterman 
Levi 
Lewis 
Livengood 
Lynch, E. R. 
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McKelvey 
McMonagle 
McVerry 
Michlovic 
Micozzie 
Milanavich 
Miller 
Moehlmann 
Mowery 
Mrkonic 
Mullen, M. P. 
Murphy 
Must0 
Nahill 
Novak 
Noye 
O'Brien, 6. 
O'Brien, D. 
O'Dannell 
Oliver 
Perzel 
Peterson 
Petrarca 
Piccola 
Pievsky 
Pistella 
Pitts 
Polite 
Pott 
Pucciarelli 
Punt 
Pyles 
Rappaport 
Reed 
R h d e s  
Riecer 
~ i t l k r  
Rocks 
Rodgers 

Shupnik 
Sieminslu 
Sirianni 
Smith, E. 
Smith. L. 
Spencer 
Spitz 
Stairs 
Steighner 
Stewart 
Stuban 
Sweet 
Swift 
Taddonio 
Taylor, E. 
Taylor, F. 
Telek 
Thomas 
TreUa 
Vroon 
Wachob 
Wagner 
Wargo 
Wass 
Weidner 
Wenger 
White 
Wilrnn 
~ y & h t .  D. 
Wright, J. L. 
Yahner 
Yohn 
Zeller 
Zitterman 
Zord 
Zwikl 

Seltzer, 
Speaker 

NOT VOTING-10 

Brloff Hutchmson, A. Shadd~ng Williams 
Donatucci Pratt  Street Wilt 
Gelst Richardson 

The question was determined in the afiimative, and thi 
amendments were aereed to. 

REMARKS ON VOTE 
The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman from 

Blair, Mr. Geist, rise? 
Mr. GEIST. Mr. Speaker, on the Grabowski amendment tc 

HB 735, I would like my vote cast in the affirmative, please. 
The SPEAKER. The remarks of the gentleman will be spread 

upon the record. 

On the question, 

The question is, shall the bill pass finally? 

For what purpose does the gentleman from Philadelphia, Mr. 
Gray, rise? 

Mr. GRAY. To speak on the bill. 
The SPEAKER. The gentleman is in order andmay proceed. 
Mr. GRAY. Mr. Speaker, thank you. 
In my opinion, this is just another big-brother bill. We all 

.have seat belts in our cars. I suppose sometime sooner or later 
someone is going to say if we do not wear the seat belts, we are 
in violation of the law, and State Police will probably be check- 
ing us to see if we wear the seat belts. This bill stinks. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Perry, Mr. Noye. 

Mr. NOYE. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
I do not know why the previous speaker beat around the bush 

and did not just come out and tell us what he was thinking, but 
the bill is requested by the Pennsylvania Federation of Sports- 
men's Clubs. The sportsmen want the bill. I think i t  is a good 
piece of legislation. I t  is the best we can hope for in the area of 
blaze orange. 

The Senate last session passed a bill that was a lot more 
restrictive to the hunters than this bill is, and there are groups 
of hunters, of course, who oppose any kind of blaze orange dur- 
ing certain seasons of the year. This bill was designed to allow 
then  that flexibility but still meets with the basic criteria set 
forth by the sportsmen's clubs in this Commonwealth. I would 
urge an affirmative vote. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Le- 
high, Mr. Zeller. 

Mr. ZELLER. Mr. Speaker, I believe that an ounce of preven- 
tion is worth a pound of cure. 

We had a terrible incident in Lehigh County last year where a 
young boy killed a man out in the field. He had no indentifica- 
tion on. There was no coloring or anything to identify this 
individual in tall grass, and had he had some kind of coloring on 
him, the boy would have detected the individual. This man was 
killed, a man with a family. Now this boy has this stigma on 
him the rest of his life, and I think any kind of identification or 
coloring to help identify an individual is a good move, and we 
need this very badly. Thank you. 

On the question recurring, 
Shall the bill pass finally? 

Agreeable to the provision of the Constitution, the yeas and 
nays will now be taken. 

YEAS-174 

Alden Fischer, R. R. Lynch. E. R. Salvatore 
Anderson Fisher, D. M. Lynch. F .  Scheaffer 
Armstrong Foster, A. Mackowski Schmitt 
Arty Foster, W. Madigan Schweder 
Austin Freind Manderino Seirica 
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Brown 
Brunner 
Burd 
Burns 
Caltagirone 
Cappabianca 
Cessar 
Chess 
Cimini 
Clark. B. 
Clark, R. 
Cochran 
Cohen 
Cole 
Cornell 
Coslett 
Cowell 
Cunningham 
Davies 
Dawida 
DeMedio 
DeVerter 
DeWeese 
DiCarlo 
Dininni 
Dombrowski 
Dorr 
Duffy 
Dumas 
Durham 
Earley 
Fee 

Borski 
Cianciulli 
Dietz 
Fryer 
Georgr, C. 
Gray 

Giammarco Micozzie 
Gladeck Milanovieh 
Goebel Miller 
Goodman Maehlnlann 
Grabowski Mowery 
Grieco Mrkanic 
Gruppo Mullen. M. P .  
Halversan Murphy 
Harper Mustn 
Hayes, D. S .  Nahill 
Hayes.8. E. Novak 
Helfrick Noye 
Honaman O'Brien. B. 
Hutchinson, W. O'Brien. D. 
Irvis Perzel 
Itkin Peterson 
Johnson, E. Petrarca 
Kanuck Piccola 
Kernick Pievsky 
Klingaman Pistella 
Knepper Pitts 
Knight Polite 
Kalter Putt 
Kowalyshyn Pratt  
Kukovich Punt 
Lashinger Pyles 
Laughlin Reed 
Lehr Rhodes 
Letterman Rittcr 
Levi Rocks 
Lewis Rodgers 
Livengood Ryan 

Greenfield Levin 
Hasay McMonagle 
Hoeffel O'DonneU 
Johnson, J. Oliver 
Jones Pucciarelli 

Spitz 
Stairs 
Steighner 
Stewart 
Stuban 
Sweet 
Swift 
Taddonio 
Taylor, E. 
Taylor, F. 
Telek 
Thomas 
Trello 
Vroon 
Wachob 
Wagner 
Wargo 
Wass 
Weidner 
Wenger 
White 
Wilson 
Wright, D. 
Wrieht. J. I, 

S~ltzt ,r .  
Speaker 

Rappaport 
Riegcr 
Serafini 
Shadding 
Yahner 

NOT VOTLNG-8 

Beloff Geist Richardson Williams 
Donatucci Hutchinson. A .  Street Wilt 

The majority required by the Constitution having voted 11 

the affirmative, the question was determined in the affirma 
tive. 

Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurrence. 

REMARKS ON VOTES 
The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 

Blair. Mr. Geist. 
Mr. GEIST. Mr. Speaker, I would like my vote cast in the af- 

firmative, please, on HB 735. 
The SPEAKER. The remarks of the gentleman will be spread 

upon the record. 

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Clearfield, Mr. 
Wachob. For what purpose does the gentleman rise? 

Mr. WACHOB. Mr. Speaker, during the recording of HB 735 
this morning, I was inadvertently recorded in the affirmative 
and wish to he recorded in the negative. 

T h e  SPEAKER. The gentleman's remarks will be spread upon 
the record. 

The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 392, P N  
414, entitled: 

An Act amending the "Judiciary Act of 1976," approved July 
9,1976 (P. L. 586, No. 142), further providing for fees charged 
by the office of the clerk of the court of common pleas of all 
counties of the second class. 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the hill on third consideration? 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Allegheny, Mr. Itkin. 

Mr. ITKIN. Mr. Speaker, could we hold this bill for a week? 
The SPEAKER. The Chair is following the script that has 

been given to him by the majority and minority leaders, and 
whatever their decision is in this matter the Chair will follow. 

Mr. ITKIN. That did not answer my question. 

HB 392 PASSED OVER 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the majority whip. 
Mr. S. E. HAYES. Please hold the bill, Mr. Speaker. 
The SPEAKER. Without objection, HB 392 will be passed 

over. The Chair hears none. 

The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 31, PN 
441, entitled: 

An Act establishing a unifcrm mileage fee for all officials, 
officers and employees of the Commonwealth, its political s u b  
divisions, intermediate units, and authorities. 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the hill on third consideration? 
Mr. FRYER offered the following amendments: 

Amend Sec. 1, page 1, lines 12 through 14, by striking out 
"may be at  such rate as is established b the" in line 12, all of 
line 13  and "mileage rate be in excess o? in line 14 and insert- 
ing shall be 

Amend Sec. 1, page 1, line 15, by removing the period after 
"MILE" and inserting , unless a lesser rate is adopted by the 
de artment, bureau; board, commission, agency; authority, 
poEtical subdivision or intermediate unit. 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the amendments? 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Berks, Mr. Fryer. 

Mr. FRYER. Mr. Speaker, this is the amendment: 

Amend Sec. 1, page 1, lines 12 through 14, by striking out 
"may be at  such rate as is established by the" in line 12, all of 
line 13 and "mileage rate be m excess of' in line 14 and in- 
serting shall he 

. . . 1, page 1, line 15, by removing the period after "MILE 
and inserting , unless a lesser rate is adopted by the depart- 
ment, bureau, hoard, commission, agency, authority, political 
subdivision or intermediate unit. 

What we have done by this proposed amendment, Mr. 
Speaker, is to set a cap of 17 cents per mile, and we still allow 
flexibility by permitting the various departments, bureaus. as I 
had mentioned, by permitting them to set a lesser rate if they 
so desire. Mr. Spzaker, I would urge support of the amendment. 
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On the question recurring, 
Will the House agree to the amendments? 

The following roll call was recorded: 

YEAS-190 

Alden 
Anderson 
Armstrong 
Arty 
Austin 
Barber 
Belardi 
Bennett 
Berson 
Borski 
Bawser 
Brandt 
Brown 
Brunner 
Burd 
Burns 
Caltagirone 
Cappahianca 
Cessar 
Chess 
Cianciulli 
Cimini 
Clark, B. 
Clark, R. 
Cochran 
Cohen 
Cole 
Cornell 
Coslett 
Cowell 
Cunningham 
Davies 
Dawida 
DeMedia 
DeVerter 
DeWeese 
DiCarlo 
Dietz 
Dininni 
Dambrowski 
Donatueci 
Dorr 
Dnffy 
Dumas 
Durham 
Earley 
Fee 
Fiseher. R. R 

Fisher, D. M. 
Foster, A. 
Foster. W. 
Freind 
Fryer 
Gallagher 
Gallen 
Gamble 
Gannon 
Gatski 
Geist 
George, C. 
George, M. 
Giammarco 
Gladeck 
Gaehel 
Goodman 
Grabowslu 
Gray 

Lewis 
Livengood 
Lynch, F. 
Maekowski 
Madigan 
Manderino 
Manmiller 
McCall 
McClatchy 
McIntyre 
McKelvey 
McManagle 
McVerry 
Michlovic 
Micozzie 
Milanovich 
Miller 
Moehlmann 
Mower" 

 ree en field ~ r k o n k  
Grieco Mullen, M. P. 
Gruppo Murphy 
Halverson Musto 
Hasay Nahill 
Hayes. D. S. Novak 
Hayes, S. E. Noye 
Helfrick O'Brien, B. 
Hoeffel O'Brien, D. 
Honaman O'Dannell 
Irvis Oliver 
Itkin Perzel 
Johnson, E. Peterson 
Johnson, J. Petrarca 
Jones Piccola 
Kanuek Pievsky 
Kernick Pistella 
Klingaman Pitts 
Knepper Polite 
Knight Pott 
Kolter Pratt 
Kowalyshyn Pueciarelli 
Kukovich Punt 
Lashinger Pyles 
Laughlin Rappaport 
Inhr Reed 
Letterman Rieger 
Levi Ritter 
Levin Rocks 

NAYS-2 

Bittle Geesey 

Rodgers 
Salvatore 
Scheaffer 
Schmitt 
Schweder 
Scirica 
Serafini 
Seventy 
Shadding 
Shnpnik 
Sieminski 
Sirianni 
Smith, E. 
Smith, L. 
Spencer 
Spitz 
Stairs 
Steighner 
Stewart 
Stuhan 
Sweet 
Swift 
Taddania 
Taylor, E. 
Taylor, F. 
Telek 
Thomas 
Trella 
Vroon 
Wachah 
Wagner 
Warga 
Wass 
Weidner 
Wenger 
White 
Wilson 
Wright, D. 
Wright, J. L 
Yahner 
Yohn 
Zeller 
Zitterman 
Zord 
Zwikl 

Seltzer. 
Speaker 

Amend Title, page 1, line 1,  by inserting after "fee" and 
making other provisions for official travel 

Amend Bill. Daee 1. bv inserting between lines 5 and 6 . .  
I Section 1 .  Maximum mileaee r i t e  

Amend Ser. 1. page 1, linefi: by striking out"Section 1 " 
Amrnd Hill, page 1. by inserting between l~nes  15 and 16 

Srrrion 2. limit on mileage reimhursement for out-of-state 
travel. 

The total amount of out-of-state round trip mileage re- 
imbursement for any individual round trip shall not exceed the 
amount of the round trip fare, including taxicab fare to and 
from terminals, for air coach, rail or bus transportation, to and 
from the same destination, whichever is greater. 
Section 3. Receipts for fares. 

If out-of-state travel is accomplished by air coach, rail or bus 
and the fare has not been paid for in advance, a receipt for such 
fare shall be required for reimhursement. 
Section 4. Air travel costs. 

The Commonwealth shall bear the expense for official air 
travel only to the extent of the cost of an air coach fare, unless 
travel by fist class is required for physical or health reasons. 

I Section 5. Repeals. 
Amend Sec. 2, page 1, line 16, by striking out "Section 2." 
Amend Bill. oaee 1. hv insertine between lines 17 and 18  
Sertionfi. Ufebtivedate. 
Amend Sec. 3. prrgv 1, line 18. by striking out "Section 3." I 

NOT VOTING-11 I 
Belaff Hutchinson, W. Richardson Williams 
Harper Lynch, E. R. Ryan Wilt 
Hutchinson. A. Rhades Street 

The question was determined in the affirmative, and the 
amendments were agreed to. 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the hill as amended on third con- 

sideration? 
Mr. S. E. HAYES offered the following amendments: 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the amendments? 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the majority whip. 
Mr. S. E. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Just  for the purpose of expediting the action of this House of 

Representatives, the gentleman, Mr. Wilson, having been d e  
tained off the floor of the House, I shall explain his amend- 
ment. 

His amendment is numbered A767 and would amend HB 3 1  
and would add section 2, which would affect the manner in 
which Representatives would he reimbursed, if they traveled 
from the Commonwealth to a legislative conference somewhere 
else in the nation. 

The amount of out-of-state roundtrip mileage reimhursement 
for any individual round trip shall not exceed the amount of the 
roundtrip fare, including taxicab fare to and from terminals for 
air coach, rail or bus transportation, to and from the same des- 
tination. 

As I mentioned, for the purpose of expediting the action here 
on the floor of the House and so we can handle HB 31, I offer 
the gentleman's amendment. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Berks, Mr. Fryer. 

Mr. FRYER. Mr. Speaker. I believe the amendment to be in 
the proper direction and I support the amendment. 

In addition to what the gentleman preceding me has said, I 
would also point out that it addresses itself to the air coach fare 
and stipulates that. As I stated last week, we did have a prob 
lem in that area and stated that travel is authorized by f i s t  
class if i t  is required for physical or health reasons. 

I will support the amendment, Mr. Speaker, and urge the sup- 
port of the other members of the House. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Bucks, Mr. Burns. 

Mr. BURNS. Mr. Speaker, I realize that the majority whip is 
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Mr. FRYER. I do not see that matter in the amendment, Mr. 
Speaker. 

Mr. BURNS. Well, that is exactly right, Mr. Speaker; that is 
what I am saying. If we pass this amendment and I were fortu- 
nate enough to have my own plane, I could never fly because I 
could not he reimbursed. I cannot be reimbursed for mileage be- 
cause I am flying, and I cannot get a ticket from the airlines 
because i t  is my own airlines. That is why I suggest, Mr. 
Speaker, that the amendment ought to be either tabled or de- 
feated because i t  just does not speak to that problem. 

Mr. FRYER. It addresses itself, Mr. Speaker, to the point 
that "The Commonwealth shall bear the expense for official air 
travel only to the extent of the cost of an air coach fare." 

Mr. BURNS. All I want to do is give my expenses for flying 
just as I would give my expenses for driving. If the House ex- 
penses are 17 cents a mile, as I understand they will be, I just 
want to he reimbursed 17 cents a mile whether I fly or drive. I 
do not want the coach fare. 

The coach fare may be more. For example, if I take Ransom 
Airlines, which is a division of Allegheny, from Philadelphia to 
Northeast Philadelphia, the charge may be $30. I may be able 
to get in my own plane and fly for $2.50. That is the problem 
with this. Why should I be allowed to go out and charge the 
Commonwealth $30 because that is what it costs me to go in 
coach. 

Mr. FRYER. Mr. Speaker, I do not believe there is a problem. 
However I am not the sponsor of the amendment, and I was 
merely offering an explanation to the gentleman. 

offering this as a courtesy to Mr. Wilson who is off the floor, so 
I am directing my question to Mr. Fryer since he is supporting 
the amendment. 

Mr. Speaker, what I would like to know is for the person, for 
example, who flies his own plane; that person decides to go and 
has approval from the chief clerk or from the Speaker or from 
whomever to fly his own plane to go to a meeting in Florida. He 
gets in his own plane and, of course, since it is his own, he has 
no airline ticket. Therefore, he has got to be reimbursed for this 
flight to Florida. So how does he do it unless he charges mile- 
age? 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the majority whip. 
Mr. S. E. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
The gentleman from Lehigh, Mr. Ritter, is correct that while 

the Wilson amendment addresses itself to a particular type of 
air travel, it does not define specifically the type of rail travel 
which would be permissible or recognized as outlined by Mr. 
Wilson. So the gentleman from Lehigh is correct and his ob- 
servations are right on target. 

Mr. RI'ITER. Mr. Speaker, one final question: Section 3 of 
the Wilson amendment says that "If out-of-state travel is ac- 
complished by air coach, rail or bus and the fare has not been 
paid for in advance, a receipt for such fare shall he required for 
reimbursement." 

Let me ask you this: If I am flying to Washington, D. C., and1 
pay for those tickets in advance, do I read this amendment cor- 
rectly to mean to say that I can turn in a voucher for those ex- 
penses, but I do not need a receipt because I paid for that fare in 
advance? That is the interpretation that I get from this and I 
am not so sure that he meant that. 

Mr. S. E. HAYES. Again I believe the gentleman, Mr. Ritter, 
does point to an ambiguity in the Wilson amendment and I 
would not argue with his interpretation. 

Mr. RITTER. Mr. Speaker, I hesitate to ask for a defeat of the 
amendment since Mr. Wilson is not here. I would be guided, 
perhaps, by what Mr. Hayes might suggest, either we table the 
amendment and, failing that, then I would certainly ask for the 
defeat of the amendment because I do not think i t  is clear. 

attempting to do, and that is, to say that you shall fly by coach 
rather than f i s t  class; hut what about rail transportation? 
There are a number of ways that you can travel on a train. You 
can get the sleeper accommodations, you can get a day coach, 
you can get a number of accommodations on rail transportation 
and that is not covered. 

If we are saying to a person, you have got to fly coach class on 
an airline-and I agree with that-then maybe we ought to put 
something in there that says you cannot go by sleeper car on 
the railroad; you have got to go coach fare on the rail. Do you 
have any comment on that, Mr. Speaker? 

Mr. BURNS. I understand that, Mr. Speaker. I apologize for 
putting you on the spot. 

Mr. FRYER. I would suggest, Mr. Speaker, that probably the 
amendment should be withdrawn until the primary sponsor is 
here, and at  that time he could personally take the floor and 
answer the gentleman. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Lehigh, Mr. Ritter. 

Mr. RITTER. Mr. Speaker, Mr. Fryer suggested that perhaps 
we ought to hold the amendment. 

I have some questions, too, and I do not know whether Mr. 
Fryer or Mr. Hayes can answer them, but I will go ahead and if 
thev cannot, then maybe we oucrht to hold the amendment. 

TheSPEAKER. TheChair recognizes Mr. Hayes. 
Mr. S. E. HAYES. I believe, Mr. Speaker, that the House of 

Representatives should handle the amendment in its wisdom, 
either affirmatively or in opposition so that we can handle HB 
31 today. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Lehigh, Mr. Ritter. 

Mr. RITTER. Mr. Speaker, on the Wilson amendment, 
because of some of the areas which I have been concerned 
about, some of the questions which I have raised, I would say, 
as meritorious as it may be, I do not think i t  is going to accom- 
plish what Mr. Wilson wants it to do, and I would. therefore, 
ask for a negative vote on the Wilson amendment. . 

Would Mr. Hayes consent to a brief interrogation? 
The SPEAKER. The gentleman indicates that he will. The 

gentleman from Lehigh, Mr. Ritter, may proceed. 
Mr. RITTER. Mr. Speaker. I know what Mr. Wilson is 

On the question recurring, 
Will the House agree to the amendments? 

The following roll call was recorded: 
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Alden 
Austin 
Belardi 
Bittle 
Brandt 
Brown 
Cessar 
Chess 
Clark. R,  
Cowell 
Dawida 

YEAS-42 

Dininni Klingaman 
Dorr Lashinger 
Fisher, D. M. Lewis 
Gannon Michlovic 
Geesey Micozzie 
Grabowski Nahill 
Hayes, S. E. Noye 
Honaman O'Brin,  D. 
I t b  Peterson 
Johnson. E. Pitts 
Kernick Pyles 

Anderson 
Armstrang 
Arty 
Bennett 
Berson 
Borski 
Bawser 
Brunner 
Burd 
Burns 
Caltagirone 
Cappabianca 
Cianciulli 
Cimini 
Clark, B. 
Coqhran 
Cohen 
Cole 
Cornell 
Coslett 
Cunningham 
Davies 
DeMedia 
DeVerter 
DeWeese 
DiCarlo 
Dietz 
Dornbrowski 
Donatucci 
Duffy 
Durham 
Earley 
Fee 
Fischer, R. R. 
Faster. A. 
Foster. W. 
Fkeind 
Fryer 

Gallagher Lynch, F. 
Gallen Mackowski 
Gamble Madigan 
Gatski Manderino 
Geist Manmiller 
George, C. McCall 
George, M. MeClatchy 
Giammarco MeIntyre 
Gladeck McKelvey 
Goekl  McMonagle 
Goodman MeVerry 
Gray Milanovich 
Greenfield Miller 
Grieca Mowery 
Gruppo Mrkonic 
Halverson Mullen, M. P. 
Harper Murphy 
Hasay Musto 
Hayes, D. S. Novak 
Helfrick O'Brien, B. 
Hoeffel O'Donnell 
Irvis Oliver 
Johnson. J. Perzel 
Jones Petrarca 
Kanuck Piccola 
Knepper Pievsky 
Knight Pistella 
Kolter Polite 
Kowalyshyn Pott 
Kukavich Pratt 
Laughlin Pucciarelli 
L e h  Punt 
Letterman Rappaport 
Levi Reed 
Levin Rieger 
Livengoad Ritter 
Lynch, E. R.  Rodgers 

Rocks 
Salvatore 
Serafini 
Spitz 
Taddonio 
Telek 
Wenger 
Zord 

Seltzer, 
Speaker 

Ryan 
Scheaffer 
Schmitt 
Schweder 
Scirica 
Seventy 
Shadding 
Shupnik 
Sieminski 
Sirianni 
Smith, E. 
Smith, L. 
Spencer 
Stairs 
Steighner 
Stewart 
Stuban 
Sweet 
Swift 
'Taylor, E. 
Tay1or.F. 
Thomas 
Trello 
Vroon 
Wachob 
Wagner 
Wargo 
Wass 
Weidner 
White 
Wright, D. 
Wright, J. L. 
Yahner 
Yahn 
Zeller 
Zitterman 
Zwikl 

-. 
Agreeable t o  t h e  provision of t h e  constitution, t h e  yeas  a n d  

nays  will now he taken. 

Alden 
Anderson 
Armstrong 
Arty 
Barber 
Belardi 
Bennett 
Berson 
Bittle 
Barski 
Bowser 
Brandt 
Brown 
Brunner 
Burd 
Burns 
Caltagirone 
Cappabianca 
Cessar 
Chess 
Cianciulli 
Cimini 
Clark, B. 
Clark, R. 
Cochran 
%hen 
Cole 
Cornell 
Coslett 
Cawell 
Cunningham 
Davies 
Dawida 
DeMedio 
DeVerter 
DeWeese 
DiCarlo 
Dietz 
Dininni 
Dombrowski 
Donatucci 
Dorr 
Duffy 
Dumas 
Durham 
Earley 
Fee 
Fischer, R. R. 
Fisher, D. M. 

YEAS-193 

Foster, A. Livengood 
Foster, W. Lynch. E. R. 
Freind Lynch. F. 
Fryer Mackowski 
Gailagher Madigan 
Gallen Manderino 
Gamble Manmiller 
Gannnn McCall 
Gatski McClatchy 
Geesey MeIntyre 
Geist McXelvey 
George, C. McMonagle 
George, M. McVerry 
Giammarco Michlovic 
Gladeck Micazzie 
Gaebel Milanovich 
Goodman Miller 
Grabowski Moehlmann 
Gray Mowery 
Greenfield Mrkanic 
Grieco Mullen, M. P. 
Gruppo Murphy 
Halverson Musto 
Harper Nabill 
Hasay Novak 
Hayes. D. S .  Noye 
Hayes, S. E. O'Brien, B. 
Helfrick O'Brien, D. 
Hanaman O'Donnell 
Hutchinson, W. Oliver 
Irvis Pcrzel 
Itkin Peterson 
Johnson,E. Petrarca 
Johnson, J. Piccola 
Jones Pievsky 
Kanuek Pistella 
Klingaman P i th  
Knepper Polite 
Knight Patt 
Kolter Pratt 
Kowalyshyn Pucciarelli 
Kukovieh Punt 
Lashinger Pyles 
Laughlin Rappaport 
Lehr Reed 
Letterman Rhodes 
Levi Rieger 
Levin Ritter 
Lewis Rocks 

Rodgers 
Ryan 
Salvatore 
Scheaffer 
Schmitt 
Schweder 
Scirica 
Serafini 
Seventy 
Shadding 
Shupnik 
Sieminski 
Sirianni 
Smith,E. 
Smith,L. 
Spencer 
Spitz 
Stairs 
Steighner 
Stewart 
Stuban 
Sweet 
Swift 
Taddanio 
Taylor. E. 
Taylor. F. 
Telek 
Thomas 
Trello 
Vroon 
Wachob 
Wagner 
Wargo 
Wass 
Weidner 
Weneer 

Wright, D. 
Wright, J L. 
Yai,.ter 
Yohn 
Zeller 
Zitterman 
7ard 
Zwikl 

Seltzer, 
Speaker 

NOT VOTING-12 

Barber Hutchinson. A. Rhodes Williams 
Beloff Hutchinson. W. Richardson Wilson 
Dumas Moehlmann Street Wilt 

The  auest ion w a s  determined i n  t h e  negative, a n d  t h e  amend- 

NAYS-2 

Austin Kernick 

NOT VOTING-8 

Beloff Hutchinsan,A. Street Wilson 
~ o e f f e l  Richardson Williams Wilt . 

merits were  n o t  agreed to .  

O n  t h e  question recurring, 
Will t h e  House agree  to  t h e  hill a s  amended o n  thi rd  con- 

sideration? 
Bill a s  amended w a s  agreed to.  

The majority required by t h e  Constitution having voted in  
t h e  affirmative, t h e  question was determined in  t h e  affirma- 
tive. 

Ordered, Tha t  t h e  clerk present t h e  same  t o  t h e  Senate  for  
concurrence. 

The SPEAKER. This bill h a s  been considered o n  th ree  differ- 
e n t  d a y s  a n d  agreed t o  a n d  i s  now o n  final passage. 

The  question is, shal l  the bill pass  finally? 

REMARKS ON VOTES 
T h e  SPEAKER. T h e  Chair  recognizes t h e  gentleman f rom 
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with the Reference Bureau. Please see that copies get to bott 
caucuses and please see that a copy is up here on the floor sc 
that i t  can be reproduced and printed. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

Montgomery, Mr. Hoeffel. For what purpose does the gentle- 
man rise? 

Mr. HOEFFEL. Mr. Speaker, I was out of my seat on HB 31. I 
would like to be recorded in the affirmative. 

The SPEAKER. The gentleman's remarks will be spread upon 
the record. 

BILL REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE, 
CONSIDERED FIRST TIME, AND TABLED 

HB 1108, PN 1245 (Amended) B~ hlr, 

An Act amending the c,Unemployment L ~ ~ , , ,  
a proved December 5, 1936 (2nd Sp. Sess., 1937 P. L. 2897, fSo. I), further providing for the payment of unemplo ment 
compensation to certain employes of institutions of gigher 
education. 

Labor Relations. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the majority leader, 
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, if the members look at  their pile of 

papers on their desks, they will find that, sure enough, the Ref- 
erence Bureau is indeed sending down some of the amendments 
with the new printer's number. I remind you again to have your 
amendments to HR 53 redone and directed to the new printer's 
number. 

I would also ask that as you receive your amendments from 
the Reference Bureau, You bring a COPY UP immediately, im- 
mediately, to the floor. Even though we are in recess, bring a 
copy up to the floor. Someone will be there-the amendment 
clerk will be here-who will reproduce them and have them dis- 
tributed. 

I would also ask that each member see to i t  that a copy is sent 
to the other caucus and to their own caucus. 

We are going to ask for a 2-hour recess. With respect to the 
Republican caucus, I would ask that they KO to lunch between . - 
now and 1:15 and then go to caucus from 1:15 to 230,  and be 
back on the floor a t  2:30 prepared to stay for the evening, if 
need be. But please attend to the problem of the amendments 

DEMOCRATIC CAUCUS 

AFTER RECESS 
The time of recess having expired, the House was called to or- 

der, 

HOUSE BILLS INTRODUCED AND 
REFERRED TO COMMITTEES 

No. 1110 By Mr. CALTAGIRONE 

An Act establishing a base monthly salary for elected county 
prison board inspectors. 

Referred to Committee on Local Government. 

No. 1111 BY Messrs. LIVENGOOD, D. R. WRIGHT, 
SPENCER, Miss SIRIANNI, Messrs. 
LETTERMAN, D. S. HAYES, SWIFT, 
MACKOWSKI and PETERSON 

An Act amending the "Public School Code of 1949," approved 
March 10, 1949 (P. L. 30, No. 14), providing for division and 
organization of certain school districts. 

Referred to Committee on Education. 

No. 1112 By Messrs. L. E. SMITH, BENNEm, 
VROON, FREIND, SIEMINSKI, BURD. 
CIANCIULLI, GIAMMARCO, STEWART, 
LNENGOOD, D. R. WRIGHT, CLARK and 
GRABOWSKI 

An Act regulating debt collection trade practices, providing 
forregulationsandpenalties. 

zeferred to committee on ~~~i~~~~ and commerce, 
No. 1113 By Messrs. P O V ,  NOYE, ALDEN, 

KUKOVICH, FREIND, W. D. 
HUTCHINSON, SWEET, KNEPPER, L. E. 
SMITH, ZORD, REED, WENGER, Mrs. 
TAYLOR, Messrs. DORR and RYAN 

An Act amending the "Tax Reform Code of 1971," approved 
March 4, 1971 (P. L. 6, No. 2), providing credits for an employ- 
ment incentive program. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman fron 
Philadelphia, Mr. Greenfield. 

Mr. GREENFIELD. Mr. Speaker, the Democratic caucus wil: 
also begin a t  1:15, and I urge all those who have any amend 
ments on the rules to be prepared and come to caucus to explair 

Referred to Committee on Finance. 

No. 1114 By Messrs. HASAY, NOYE, BELARDI and 

I MILLER 

An Act amending Title 75 (Vehicles) of the Pennsylvania 
Consolidated Statutes, providing for reduced license fees for 
senior citizens. 

Referred to Committee on Transportation. 

No. 1115 By Messrs. VROON, CORNELL, E. H. 
SMITH. P m S .  MANMILLER. E. R 

those amendments. We will come back here, as the majority I T,YNCH and WF.1DNF.R - - . . . - - -. . - . . - .- . . -. . 
leader said, at  230.  Be prepared so we can get out before the 
evening hours. An Act amending "The Local Tax Enabling Act," approved 

December 31,1965(P. L. 1257, No. 511), removing the prohibi- 

RECESS 

tion on taxes on admissions to motion picture theatres. 

Referred to Committee on Local Government. 

The SPEAKER. Without objection, this House does now NO. 1116 By Messrs. SWEET, TAYLOR, DeMEDIO, 
stand in recess until 2:30 p.m. The Chair hears none. PRATT, MILLER and LASHINGER 



- - -- 

Will the House agree to the amendment? 
An Act amending "The Fish Law of 1959," approved Decem- 

ber 15, 1959 (P. L. 1779. No. 6731, providing for a reduced The following roll call was recorded: 
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license fee for handicapped persons. I 

An Act amending the "Liquor Code," approved April 12, 
1951 (P. L. 90, No. ,21), increasing the amount of malt or 
brewed beverages wh~ch  may he sold for consumption off the 11- 
censed premises. 

Referred to Committee on Liquor Control. 

No. 1117 By Mr. SPITZ 

amending the act of june 24, 1976 (p. L. 424, N ~ .  
101), entitled "An act providing for the payment of death bene- 
fits to the surviving s ouse or children of firemen or law 
enforcement officers kilEd in the performance of their duties," 
including volunteer firemen within the act. 

Referred to Committee on Local Government. 

No. 1118 By Messrs. PRATT, TAYLOR, 
CAPPABIANCA and MILANOVICH 

- -  - 

Referred to Committee on Game and Fisheries. I YEAS-195 

li?es 6 through 16 and "to witnesses appearing before the com- 
mlttee"inlmel7 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the amendment? 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the majority leader. 
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, when I reported out HR 25 yester- 

day, 1 neglected to attach the amendments. The amendments 
remove from that resolution the right of the committee to issue 
subpoenas under our going practice. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the minority leader. 
Mr. IRVIS. Mr. Speaker, I urge the members to vote "yes" 

and adopt the amendment. 

On the question recurring, 

CA1,ENDAR BI1.I. AGHEEL) TO 
O N  SECOND (:ONSII)EHA'I'ION 

1 2?tson 
Armstrong 

The following bill, having been called up, was considered for 
the second time and agreed to, and ordered transcribed for 
third consideration: 

HI3 446, PN 1071. 

SB 208 AND AMENDMENTS REMOVED FROM TABLE 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the motion? 
Motion was agreed to. 

Arty 
Austin 

&:: 
Bennett 
Berson 
Bittle 
Borski 
Bowser 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the majority leader. 
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, I move that SB 208 and the amend- 

ments be taken from the table. - 

Caltagirone 
Cappabianea 
Cessar 
Chess 
Cianciulli 

Brandt 
Brown 
Brun"e' 
Burd 
Rnma 

SB 208 PLACED ON THIRD READING 
Cimini 

POSTPONED CALENDAR Clark, B. 
Clark R 

DeVerter 
RESOLUTION ADOPTED DeWeese 

DiCarlo 
Mr. RYAN called UD HR 25. PN 594. entitled: Dietz 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the majority leader. 
Mr. RYAN. I move that SB 208 and the amendments be 

placed on the third reading postponed calendar. 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the motion? 
Motion was agreed to. 

Dininni 
General Assembly appoint bipartisan committee investigate 

pollution of Lake Erie. 

..-.~~, 
Coch'an 
Cohen 
Cole 
Cornell 
Coslett 
Cowell 
Cunningham 
Davies 
Dawida 
DeMedio 

Foster. W. Lewis 

On the question, 
Will the House adopt the resolution? 

Mr. RYAN offerred the following amendment: 

Amend Second Resolve Clause, page 2,  lines 5 through 17,  by 
striking out ". I t  may issue subpoenas under" in lme 5, all of 

Frelnd L~vengood 
Fryer Lynch,E R 
Gallagher Lynch, F 

Duffy 
Dumas 
Durham 
Earley 
Fee 
Fischer, R. R. 
Fisher, D. M. 
Foster. A. 

Gallen Mackowski 
Gamble Madigan 
Gannon Manderino 
Gatski Manmiller 
Geesey McCall 
Geist McClatchy 
Ge0rge.C. McIntyre 
George, M. MeKelvey 
Giammarco McMonagle 
Gladeck McVerry 
Goebel Michlavic 
Goodman Mieozzie 
Grahowski Milanovich 
Gray Miller 
Greenfield Moehlmann 
Grieco Mowery 
Gruppo Mrkonic 
Halverson Mullen, M. P. 
Harper Murphy 
Hasay Musto 
Hayes, D. S. Nahill 
Hayes,S. E. Novak 
Helfrick Noye 
Hoeffel O'Brien, B. 
Honaman O'Brien. D. 
Hutchinson, W. ODonnell 
Irvis Oliver 
I t b  Perzel 
Johnson. E. Peterson 
Johnson, J .  Petrarca 
Jones Piccola 
Kanuck Pievsky 
Kernick Pistella 
Klingaman Pitts 
Knepper Polite 
Knight Pott 
Kalter Pratt 
Kowalyshyn Pucciarelli 
Kukovich Punt 
Lashinger Pyles 
Laughlin Rappaport 
Lehr Reed 
Letterman Rhodes 
Levi Rieger 
Levin Ritter 

Rocks 
Rodgers 
Ryan 
Salvatore 
Scheaffer 
Schmitt 
Schweder 
Scirica 
Serafini 
Seventy 
Shupnik 
Sieminski 
Sirianni 
Smith, E. 
Smith, L. 
Spencer 
Spitz 
Stairs 
Steighner 
Stewart 
Stuban 
Sweet 
Swift 
Taddonio 
Taylor. E. 
Taylor, F. 
Telek 
Thomas 
Trella 
Vroon 
Wachob 
Wagner 
Wargo 
Wass 
Weidner 
Wenger 
White 
Wilson 
Wright. D. 
Wright, J .  L. 
Yahner 
Yohn 
Zeller 
Zitterman 
Zord 
Zwikl 

Seltzer. 
Speaker 
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NOT VOTING-8 

Beloff Hutchinson, A. Shadding Williams 
Donatucci Richardson Street Wilt 

The question was determined in the affirmative, and t1 
amendment was agreed to. 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the resolution as amended? 

The following roll call was recorded: 

Alden 
Anderson 
Armstrang 
Arty 
Austin 
Barber 
Belardi 
Bennett 
Berson 
Bittle 
Borski 
Bowser 
Brandt 
Brown 
Brunner 
Burd 
Burns 
Caltagirone 
Cappabianca 
Cessar 
Chess 
Cianeiulli 
Cimini 
Clark, R. 
Clark. R. 
Cachran 
Cahen 
Cole 
Carnell 
Coslett 
Cowell 
Cunningham 
Davies 
Dawida 
DeMedio 
D~Ver t e r  
DeWees~ 
DiCarlo 
Dietz 
Dinlnni 
Dombrowski 
hna tucc i  
Dorr 
Duffy 
Dumas 
Durham 

Fee 
liischer. R. H 
Fisher, D. M. 

Foster. A. 
Foster. W. 
Freind 
Fryer 
Gallagher 
Gallen 
Gamble 
Gannon 
Gatski 
Geesey 
Geist 
George, C. 
George, M. 
Giammarco 
Gladeek 
Goebel 
Goodman 
Grahwski  
(;I ,,y 
(;rrmfirld 
Grirco 
Gruppu 
Halverson 
Harper 
Hasay 
Hayes, D. S .  
Ilayes. S .  E. 
Heifrick 
Hoeffel 
Honaman 
Hutchinson, W. 
Irvis 
ltkin 
Johnson. E. 
Johnson, J. 
Jones 
Kanuck 
Kernick 
Klingaman 
Knepper 
Knight 
Kolter 
Kowalyshyn 
Kukovich 
1,ashinger 
1,aughlin 
I r h r  
l r t te rman 
Ievi  
k v i n  

Lewis 
Livengood 
Lynch, E. R. 
Lynch, F. 
Mackowski 
Madigan 
Manderino 
Manmiller 
MeCall 
McClatchy 
McLntyre 
MrKelvey 
McManagle 
McVerry 
Mirhlovic 
Micazzie 
Milanavich 
Millrr 
Moehlmann 
Mowrry 
Mrkonic 
Mullen, M. P.  
Murphy 
Must0 
Nahill 
Novak 
Noye 
O'Brien, B. 
O'Brien, D. 
O'Donnell 
Oliver 
Perzel 
Peterson 
Petrarca 
Piccola 
t'ievsky 
Pistella 
Pitts 
Polite 
Pott  
Pratt 
I'ucciarelli 
Punt 
l'yles 
Kappaport 
Rccd 
Rhodes 
Rieger 
Ritter 
Kocks 

Rodgers 
Ryan 
Salvatore 
Scheaffpr 
Schmitt 
Schweder 
Scirica 
Serafini 
Seventy 
Shaddlng 
Shupnik 
Sieminski 
Sirianni 
Smi1h.E. 
smith;  L. 
Sp"""er 
Spita 
Stairs 
Steighnw 
Stewart 
Stuban 
Sweet 
Swift 
Taddanio 
Taylor, E. 
Taylor, F. 
Telek 
Thomas 
Trello 
Vroon 
Wachob 
Wagner 
Wargo 
Wass 
Weidner 
W e n g ~ r  
White 
Wilson 
Wright, D. 
Wright. J. L. 
Yahnrr 
Yohn 
Zeller 
Zitterman 
7ard 
Zwikl 

Seltzer. 
Speaker 

NOT VOTING-6 

Belaff Richardson Williams Wilt 
Hutchinson, A. Strpet 

-. 
The question was determined in the affirmative, and the res- 

olution as amended was adopted. 

RESOLVED, (the House of Representatives concurring), That 
when the Senate adjourns this week it reconvene on Monday, 
May 7, 1979 and when the House of Representatives adjourns 
this week i t  reconvene an Monday, May 7,1979. 

le 

Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the House of 
Representatives for its concurrence. 

SENATE MESSAGE 
ADJOURNMENTRESOLUTION FOR CONCURRENCE 

The Senate presented the following resolution for concur- 
rence. 

In the Senate, 
Apri130,1979. 

On the question, 
Will the House concur in the resolution of the Senate? 
Resolution was concurred in. 
Ordered, That the clerk inform the Senate accordingly. 

HR 53 CALLED UP 

Mr. RYAN called up HR 53, PN 1240, entitled: 

I Rules of the House of Representatives. 

On the question, 
Will the House adopt the resolution? 

The SPEAKER. It is the intention of the Chair to call up the 
amendments in the order in which the rules are in the hill. The 
first amendment will he to rule 9A. 

On the question recurring, 
Will the House adopt the resolution? 

I Mr. DAWIDA offerred the following amendment: 

I Amend Resolution, page 5, by inserting between lines 12 and * "  
La 

RULE 9-A 
SMOKING 

No smokin of cigarettes, cigars, i es and other tohacco 
products shafhe allowed in the Hall o f t i e  House. 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the amendment? 

The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Allegheny, Mr. Dawida, 
may proceed. 

Mr. DAWIDA. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. The amendment 
which I have before the House deals with smoking and i t  deals 
only with tohacco products. 

I would like the members to note that my amendment is dealt 
with under "Decorum." That is the amount of civilization with 
which we deal with each other. There are two reasons you could 
vote for this amendment. The first would deal with your own 
personal health, hygiene, smell, and the like, but I do not ask 
you to vote for this amendment on that basis. I would ask you 
to vote for my amendment solely on the basis that the product 
of smoke which comes out of your pipe or cigar or cigarettes, 
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being unfiltered, is more harmful to those of us sitting aroond 
you than it is to yourselves. 

As I said, there are two basic reasons to support this bill. One 
would be for yonr own health, but, more importantly, I want 
you to consider other people. That is the sense of decorum 
which I am discussing. The fact is that those cigarettes do af- 
fect the health of those sitting around yon, those in particular 
who do not smoke; but even those of you who do smoke are 
more affeckl  by the smoke from other cigarettes because that 
comes out unfiltered. So, in short, I would appreciate if all 
those in this House who do not smoke would support the hill, 
but, more importantly, 1 would expect those of you who do 
smoke to consider the people around you. I am not asking you 
to quit smoking; I am only asking that in this area we consider 
the people who are here to do their job and cannot do their job 
unless you give them some help. Thank you. 

us may have, but one of the things that stuck out in our minds 
in that hearing was that today over 80 percent of cancer can be 
cured and over 90 percent of lung cancer in people is caused by 
cigarette smoking, and 90 percent of those people who do not 
get help die from cigarette smoking. 

Even though the amendment may be offered in jest to some 
people-some people look at  it like that-to us who are very 
concerned about our own personal health, about our own well- 
being, we are offering it in a serious vein. It is inconvenient or 
i t  may he inconvenient for many members to go off the floor of 
the House to have a cigarette, hut it is just as inconvenient for 
you to go hack to the floor of the House and receive a phone 
call; i t  is just as inconvenient for you to go back there and use 
the restroom. 

In the past I have supported legislation to prohibit smoking 
in public places. This General Assembly, in its wisdom, has 

~ - 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
York, Mr. Dorr. 

Mr. DORR. Mr. Speaker, the adoption of the rule proposal 
would remind me of an old rock-and-roll tune. I think i t  went 
something like, "there is a whole lot of shaking going on," and I 
think that the problem with the rule proposal is that there are 
so many members here who are using tobacco and the habit 
would, therefore, cause us more disruptions on the floor of the 
House, more problems for the members who have to leave and 
have a smoke and come back. I t  would really cause a disruption 
on the floor of the House and even though I am a nonsmoker 
and agree with the gentleman in terms of the health effects of 
our neighbors' smoking, I think it really would disrupt the 
operations of the House to adopt the rule and I would ask the 
members to oppose it. 

sought to oppose that kind of legislation, and I can understand 
that and I, as a citizen, make the choice whether I should go 
into restaurants a t  the colosseums, bars or whatever where 
they have smoking or whether they determine to have no.smok- 
. mg sections. 

As a citizen I have made the choice not to go to those places 
that do not provide for no smoking. However, Mr. Speaker, I 
am elected to serve in this General Assembly. I do not have any 
other choice except to come onto the floor of the House and do 
the day's business. Mr. Speaker. I would appreciate it. It 
bothers me. I have a health condition that smoking affects my . 
smuses, congestion and everything else and I am most fearful 
for, not only my personal health, hut also the people around 
me. I think that we have to start setting the stage, and what- 
ever you do outside of this General Assembly is your own busi- 
ness, but if we are going to be interested in health care, if we 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman, Mr. 
Dawida. 

Mr. DAWIDA. Mr. Speaker, just in response to that, there is 
already a great deal of disruption on this floor and there are le- 
gitimate things which we do to cxeate decorum. We dress in a 

are going to be interested in setting an example on health-care 
costa and prevention, I think at  least passing this simple 
amendment, which in the long run will benefit all of us, is cer- 
tainly worthwhile and, Mr. Speaker, I would ask everyone to 
support theamendment. 

certain way. We do not bring alcoholic beverages in with us. 
There are a lot of things we do or a t  least try to do in the name 
of decorum which curb our freedom somewhat, so I would urge 
you to vote "yes". 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Al- 
legheny, Mr. Gamble. 

Mr. GAMBLE. Mr. Speaker, I rise in support of the Dawida 
amendment. I smoke a cheap cigar once in a while, and you 
know what they stink like. I am willing to make the sacrifice 

Erie, Mr. DiCarlo. 
Mr. DiCARLO. Yes, Mr. Speaker. I will he very brief because 

I have argued this same amendment several times in the past, 
but I would like to just support Mr. Dawida's amendment. I 
think that it is very important that the premise he is dealing 
with he brought forward and I think i t  is a very serious issue. 

The fact is, I think everybody in this r w m  knows and every- 
body agrees that smoking is indeed hazardous to yonr health. 
In fact, last week the Health and Welfare Committee had public 
hearings on the proposed cancer plan. We had experts from 
across the entire Commonwealth tell us the dangers of cigar- 
ette smoking and we do not like to say it again and we do not 
like to repeat it over and over again, and perhaps we try to do 
everything in our minds to rationalize a had habit that some of 

and I think some of the other members should make the sacri- 
fice for the well-being of our colleagues sitting around us. I 
think we should vote for the Dawida amendment today. Thank 
you, 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Mercer, Mr. Bennett. 

Mr. BENNETT. Mr. Speaker, would the gentleman, Mr. 
Dawida, consent to interrogation? 

The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Allegheny, Mr. Dawida, 
indicates that he will stand for interrogation. The gentleman 
fromMercer may begin. 

Mr. BENNETT. Mr. Speaker, seriously on your amendment- 
and for those who might question my motives, I am a non- 
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amendme~lt were adopted and became rule 9-A, what would he 
the position of the Speaker of this House relative to that rule? 

The SPEAKER. It  is the observation of the Speaker that if it 
was brought to his attention or he noticed that a member of 
this body or a guest were smoking while this House was in ses- 
sion, the Speaker would call to the attention of that guest 

smoker also and have been for about 15 years-what is the pen- 
alty if someone does smoke on the floor of the House under 
your amendment? 

Mr. DAWIDA. It  would he up to the Speaker of the House. 
The Speaker, for instance, can remove someone who comes in 
wearing a T-shirt. 

Mr. BENNETT. Mr. Speaker, I am trying to be very serious 
on this and I am not sure that your amendment speaks to allow- 
ing the Speaker to take his own prerogative. I will, however-I 
am not sure how I can pose a question to the Speaker of the 
House. I do not know if there is any way that it can he done. Is 
there, Mr. Speaker? 

The SPEAKER. Try me. 
Mr. BENNETT. Okay, we will try You, Mr. Speaker. If this 

andlor that member that they were in violation of rule 9-A and 
ask them to cease and desist immediately. 

If your further question would he, what would I do if they did 
not ahide by rule 9-A as proposed, I would pose the question to 
the membership of this House, who are a t  all times in control of 
what rules should he observed and what rules should not be o b  
served. 

Mr. BENNETT. That is a pretty good answer, Mr. Speaker. 
I thank the Speaker and I thank Mr. Dawida for answering 

my interrogation. 
Mr. Sneaker, just in conclusion then, I would ask the mem- 

~ ~ p -  

The SPEAKER. Would the gentleman repeat his question, 
please? 

Mr. DAVIES. Would a comment on the rule be in order a t  
this time? 

The SPEAKER. The gentleman, Mr. Davies, has completed 
his interrogation and now asks unanimous consent to make a 
few hrief remarks. The gentleman is in order and may proceed. 

Mr. DAVIES. Mr. Speaker, for a smoker of 20-some years 
and then giving it up and being subjected to it, there are other 
pressures that do come to hear when a person does quit cold 
turkey. I am not going to address myself to that, but I think 
there are other ways in which we could possibly remedy this, ei- 
ther with the filtering devices andlor a section. For that reason 
I would oppose the rule. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Le- 
high, Mr. Zeller. For what purpose does the gentleman rise? 

Mr. ZELLER. Only those in their seats voting, please. 
The SPEAKER. The gentleman is correct - only those mem- 

hers present in the hall of the House are entitled to herecorded. 

On the question recurring, 
Will the House agree to the amendment? 

I The following roll call was recorded: 

Armstrong 
Arty 
Austin 
Bennett 
Brandt 
Brown 
Brunner 

hers to vote in support of the amendment offered by the gentle- 
Cappabianca 

man. Chess 

Foster, W. Kukavieh Rodgers 
Gamble Lashinger Schmitt 
Gannon 1,aughlin Serafini 
Geist Mackowski Seventy 
George, M. Manmiller Sieminslu 
Gladeck McVerry Smith, L. 
Goebel Mirhlnvir Stairs 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Berks, Mr. Davies. 

Mr. DAVIES. Mr. Speaker, would the maker of this stand for 
two or three questions of interrogation? 

The SPEAKER. The gentleman, Mr. Dawida, indicates that 
he will stand for interrogation. The gentleman from Berks may 
begin. 

Mr. DAVIES. Mr. Speaker, could this he resolved by either a 
device which takes in the air or the smoke that the individual 
can have placed upon his tesk for those smokers, if they would 
ahide by that, or also the potential of having a smoking section 
as opposed to a nonsmokers' section, rather than go to the 
change of the rules of this body and satisfy everybody in a com- 
promise? Would any such action he satisfactory to the maker of 
the rule? 

Mr. DAWIDA. Unfortunately-and i t  was partly due to the 
inadequacy of my presentation-there are other problems with 
smoking, such as the dirt, the filth, the smell, and what you are 
doing to these beautiful paintings that  are a t  issue also. I am 
not opposed to smoking and nonsmoking sections. I t  was just 
that I felt that the best way to deal with this problem was the 
way I presented it. 

Mr. DAVIES. Is a comment in order, Mr. Speaker? 

~~~~~~ ~. 
Grabowski Milanovich 
Gray Mrkonic 
Gruppo Mullen, M. P. ~~~~~- 

Cimini 
Clark,B, 
Cole 
C~wei l  
Cunningham 
Dawida 
DeMelo 
DeWeese 
DiCarlo 
Duffy 
Durham 
Fee 
Foster, A. 

Alden 
Anderson 
~~~b~~ 
Belardi 

~ ~ ~ ~ k i  
Rowser 
Rurd 
Caltagirone 
cessar 
Cianciulli 
Clark, R. 
Cochran 
rahen 

Halverson Murphy 
Harper Noye 
Hayes. D. S. O'Brien. B. 
Helfrick Peterson 
Hoeffel Petrarca 
Irvis Piccola 
Johnson, E. Pievsky 
Kanuck Pistella 
Klinganlan Pitts 
Knepper Polite 
Knight Prat t  
~ o l t e r  Rappaport 
Kowalyshw Reed 

NAYS-104 

Fisher, D. M. Lynch, k'. 
Freind Madigan 
Fryer Manderino 
Gallagher McCall 
Gallen McClatchy 
Gatski McIntyre 
Geesey McKelvey 
George, C. McMonagle 
Giamrnarco Miller 
Goodman Moehlmann 
Greenfield Mowery 
Grieco Musto 
Hasay Nahill 
Hayes, S .  E. Novak 
Honaman O'Brien. D. 

Swift 
Taddonio 
Taylor, E. 
Taylor, F. 
&mas 
Wachob 
Wass 
Wenger 
Wllson 
Wright. D 
Yohn 
Zeller 
Zltterman 
Zord 
Zwikl 

Rocks 
Ryan 
Salvatore 
Scheaffer 
Schweder 
Scirica 
Shadding 
Shupnik 
Sirianni 
Smith, E. 
Spenrrr 
Spitz 
Strighner 
Strwart  
Sweet 
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Cornell Hutchinson, W. O'Dannell Telek 
Coslett Itkin Oliver Vroon 
Davies Johnson. J. Perzel Wagner 
DeVerter Jones Pott Wargo 
Dietz Kernick Pucciarelli Weidner 
Dininni Lehr Punt White 

Pyles Wright. J .  L. Dambrowski Letterman 
hnntt~cri Levi Rhades Yahner 

NOT VOTING-7 

Belaff Micozzie Trello Wilt 
Hutchinson, A. Street Williams 

The SPEAKER. The gentleman indicates that he will. The 
gentleman from Delaware may proceed. 

Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, it is my understanding that this 
amendment as offered affects the $7,500 accountable expense 
accounts of the members. Is that accurate? 

Mr. VROON. That is my understanding, Mr. Speaker. -.-- ~~ -~~ ~ 

Dorr Levin Richardson 
Dumas Lewis Rieger Seltzer. 

Livengood Ritter Speaker Earley 
Fischer. R. R. Lynch. E. R. 

Speaker. 
Mr. RYAN. But regardless of what the intent is, the effect of 

i t  is to affect only the $7,500. Is that accurate? 
Mr. VROON. My legal beagles in the caucus have told me 

that this affects oulv the $7.500 exoense account. 

Mr. RYAN. It  does not affect any of the other accounts of the 
House? 

Mr. VROON. That is not the intent of this amendment, Mr. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman fron 
Montgomery, Mr. Vroon. 

Mr. VROON. Number one, Mr. Speaker, I am not from Mont 
gomery; I am from Chester. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair apologizes. 
Mr. VROON. Number two, Mr. Speaker, I have two amend 

ments here and I am not sure you want me to- 
The SPEAKER. The amendment that the Chair would re 

quest the gentleman to offer would be A-830. 
Mr. VROON. Thank you. 

The question was determined in the negative, and the amend- 
ment was not agreed to. 

On the question recurring, 
Will the House adopt the resolution? 

. . 

Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, on the basis that this affects the 
$7,500 expense account, I am only going to call to the members' 
attention some of the problems that were raised on enforceabil- 
ity. 

I think if a member hires a cousin by marriage or a blood 
1 cousin, or whatever else, he does so a t  his own risk, and if the 
I gentleman wants a rule to prohibit that, I have no strong objec- 
tion to it. Where I have objection, however, is if this affects our 
various payrolls where the majority leader, the minority leader, 
the chief clerk, and people like this would then he required to 
make a determination as to whether or not any of our employes 
are related in some distant way to another. Then I wouldobject. 
The amendment as offered is verv broad. I t  does not say fist 
cousin, second, or third. It says, "any relatives, by blood or 
marriage." 

I just believe the problem of enforceability of this would be 
Mr. VROON offered the following amendment: I very difficult. However, it is restricted to the$7,500 account of 

I Amend House Rule 14,  pa e 8, line 25, by striking out all of a member, he, of cowse, has the ability to judge who his 
said line and insertma any refatives, by blood or marriage. employes are and can enforce it. On that basis I really have no - .  

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the amendment? 

objection, because it is a t  that point, hut if it goes beyond that, 
then, of course. I have very strenuous objections that are 
prompted by the inability to enforce. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the majority leader. Caltagirone Gray Miller 
Cappabianca Greenfield Moehlmann 

Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, would the gentleman consent to C,ss,, Grieco Mowerv 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Chester, Mr. Vroon. 

Mr. VROON. Mr. Speaker, this amendment has the effect of 
changing rule 14  which now says that none of our expense 
money-and this applies to our $7,500 expense allowance on- 
ly-can be used to pay for services ~erformed by a spouse or a 
dependent child. The effect of my amendment is to broaden 
this to include all relatives of the member of the House so that 
it is illegal to use any relative in the service of the Representa- 
tive, who will he paid from the $7,500 expense account. 

Obviously the intent is to protect the integrity and the repu- 
tation af the House. The members of the House have been un- 
der attack in times past, notably in the last year by one of our 
famous newspapers from Philadelphia, for nepotism. This is a 
brand of nepotism, and I am trying to weed it out altogether in- 
sofar as our expense accounts are concered. I urge a positive 
vote on this amendment. 

Ritter 
Rocks 
Rodgers 
Ryan 
Salvatore 
Scheaffer 
Schmitt 
Schweder 
Scirica 
Serafini 
Shadding 
Shupnik 
Sieminski 
Smith, E. 
Smith, L. 
Spencer 
Spitz 
Stairs 
Steighner 

on thequestionrecurring, 
Will the House agree to the amendment? 

Thefollowingroucallwasrecorded: 

YEAS-180 

Alden Foster, A. Lewis 
kmstrong Foster,W. Livengood 
Arty Gallagher Lynch, E. R. 
~ ~ ~ ~ i , ,  Gallen Madigan 
Barber Gamble Manderino 
Belardi Gannon Manmiller 
Bennett Gatski McCaU 
Berson Geesey McClatchy 
Bittle Gwrge. C. McLntyre 
B"'ski Gwrge, M. McKelvey 
Bowser Giammarco McMonagle 
~~~~d~ Gladeck McVerry 
Brawn Goebel Michlavic 
Burd Goodman Micozzie 
Burns Grabowski Milanovich 

brief interrogation? 1 chess Gruppo ~rkon;c 
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. . 
Will the House adopt the resolution as amended? information: 

(a) If a disbursement was made to an employee, the name of 
Mr. D. R. WRIGHT offered the followine amendments: said employee, the amount thereof and the account from which 

Cianciulli Halverson Murphy Stewart 
Cimini Harper Musto Stuban 
Clark. B. Hasay Nahill Sweet 
Clark. R. Hayes, D. S. Novak Taddonio 
Cochran I3ayes.S. E. Noye Taylor, E. 
Cohen Helfrick O'Brien, B. Taylor, F. 
Cole Hoeffel O'Brien, D. Telek 
Cornell Honaman O'Donnell Thomas 
Coslett Hutchinson, W. Oliver Vroon 
Cawell Irvis Perzel Wachnh 
Cunningham Itkin Peterson Wagner 
Davies Johnson, E. Petrarca Wass 
Dawida Johnson, J .  Piccola Weidner 
DeMedio Jones Pievsky Wengrr 
DeVerter Kanuck Pistrlla White 
DeWeese Kerniek Pitts Wilson 
DiCarlo Klingaman Polite Wright, J. I ,  
Dietr Knepper Pratt Yahner 
Dininni Knight Pucciarelli Yohn 
Dombrowski Kolter Punt Zeller 
Donatucci Kowalyshyn Pyles Zitterman 
Dorr Kukuvich Rappaport Zord 
Dumas Laughlin Reed Zwikl 
Durham I.ehr Rhudes 
Fee Letterman Richardson Seltzer, 
Fischer, R. R. Levi Rieger Speaker 
Fisher, D. M. Levin 

NAYS-15 

Anderson Freind Pott Trella 
Brunner Lashinger Seventy Wargo 
Duffy Lynch. F. Sirianni Wright. D. 
Earley Mullen, M. P. Swift 

NOT VOTING-8 

Beloff Geist Mackowslu Williams 
Fryer Hutchinson. A. Street Wilt 

The question was determined in the affirmative, and the 
amendment was agreed to. 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
The SPEAKER. Does the gentleman from Delaware, Mr. 

Gannon, wish to be recognized? 
Mr. GANNON. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Through an inadvertence I have received a copy of a proposed 

amendment to HB 147, PN 159, and if the member who is the 
owner of this amendment will come forward, I will give it to 
him. Thank you. 

On the question, 

(5) The member, committee or organization to whom the 
person is assigned. 

Amend House Rule No. 14, page 12, line 30 and page 13, lines 
1 through 3 ,  by striking out all of said lines on said pages 

Amend House Rule No. 47(a), page 47, by inserting between 
lines 20 and 21 

(e) Within thirty days of the convening of each session of the 
General Assembly, each of the persons referred to in section 
(2Xa) shall file a report with the committee as to all accounts 
under the control or jurisdiction containing such information 
with reference thereto as shall be required by the committee to 
enable it tomake its report. 

(3) Within 60 days of the convening of each session of the 
General Assembly, the Committee shall issue an initial report 
which shall include the following: 

(a) The name, home address and special security number of 
a11 employees compensated from an4 account under the control 
or jurisdiction of the persons enumerated in section (2Xa). 

(h) The compensation of each employee along with an indica- 
tion of whether the employee is salaried, per diem on fee con- 
tract or other. 

(c) The appropriation account from which said employee is 
compensated. 

(d) The employee's job title, a descri tion of the employee's 
duties, where they are performed and tRe minimum number of 
hours to be worked each week. 

(e) The name of the member or members (if any) to whom the 
employee has been assi ned 

(4) The report shall %e a;ailahle for public inspection and a 
copy of said report shall he furnished to any interested person 
upon request and payment of the actual cost to du licate the 
same. Following publication of the initial report all t1e persons 
referred to in section (2Xa) shall file with the committee the 
information required under section (3) as to any employee who 
is thereafter hired, dismissed or whose compensation, lace of 
employment or duties are substantially changed witRin ten 
days of said charge in status. 

(5) Each subsequent report by the Committee shall include 
an accounting of disbursements from all accounts s ecified in 
section (2Xa) in such form as the Committee shall jetermine. 
The original vouchers and receipts for the disbursements made 
after the effective date of the adoption of this rule shall he re- 
tained by the erson making the disbursement provided a copy 
of same shal l ie  submitted to the Committee and be available 
for public inspection. The ersonnel section, however, need on- 
ly contain any changes in t e compensation, duties and location R 
of any employee. Information or any employee hired suhse- 
quent to the last report shall be provided in the same manner as  
employees listed in the initial report required by section (3). 

Amend House Rule No. 47(a), page 47, line 21, by striking out 
"(3)" and inserting (6) 

Amend House Rule No. 47(a), page 47, by inserting between 
lines 27 and 28 

(7) In order to assist the Committee in carrying out the Pro- 
visions of this Ru!e all ersons referred to in section (2Xa) 
shall, not later than'the gfth day of the month following the 
end of each quarterly reporting period, submit to the Commit- 
tee on a form prescribed by the Committee in addition to the 
information reauired under section (3) the followine 

Amend House Rule No. 14, page 10, lines 20 through 30; page 
11, lines 1 through 16, hy striking out all of said lines on said 
pages and inserting 

(1) The name, address, job title and short job description of 
the person or entity to whom the money was w aid and the 
amount thereof. 

(2) A brief description or purpose for which the money was 
paid and the amount thereof. 

(3) The name of the person who requested or authorized that 
money be paid. 

(4) The appropriation account under which such dis- 
bursement or debt was incurred. 

it was paid. 
(h) If a dishursement was made to an entity or a person other 

than an employee, a description or purpose for which it was 
made, to whom i t  was paid, the amount thereof and the account 
from whichit was paid. 

(c) The name of the person who requested andlor authorized 
that the money he paid. 

Amend House Rule No. 47(a), page 47, line 28, by striking out 
"(4)" and inserting(@ 

Amend House Rule No. 47(a), page 48, line 7, by striking out 
"(5)" and inserting (9) 

Amend House Rule No. 47(a), page 49, line 1, by striking out 
"(6)" and inserting (10) 
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Amend House Rule No. 47(a), page 49, line 5, by striking out and it may prove in the end that he is entirely correct and we 
"(7)" and inserting (11) will want to revert to what he is suggesting, but in the mean- 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from they would he referring then to the the reporting requirements 
as set forth in an earlier rule. Clarion. Mr. Wright. 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the amendments? 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Clarion, Mr. Wright. 

Mr. D. R. WRIGHT. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. . 
I am offering an amendment which was not considered by the 

Rules Committee, so it was not tabled there nor was it ap- 
proved. 

The amendment, however, is a fairly straightforward amend- 
ment which does two things: I t  returns to the language of the 
current rules with respect'to rule 14 and rule 47(a). The amend- 
ment simply reinstates the language with regard to gathering 
reports relative to the administration of the House. The inten- 
tion of the amendment is to give to the Committee on Internal 
Affairs and House Administration the authority for gathering 
and analyzing data with regard to the accounts of the House. 

Mr. Speaker, the Committee on Internal Affairs and House 
Administration is a new committee. Because of other responsi- 
hilities, the chairman has not been able to call us together. 
Because we have not had an opportunity to function, it seems 
to me untimely for us to change the procedure originally 
adopted. Therefore, simply to give us an opportunity to find 
out if the present rules are effective, I offer this amendment. 
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the majority leader. 
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, I do not think that Mr. Wright's 

amendment and what is intended by the amendment that was 
placed in HR 53 originally are really in conflict. The amend- 
ment that we put in did not change any of the reporting. I t  
simply, as I understand it, put it all in rule 14 so that all of the 
reporting is now uniform. I think what Mr. Wright is doing is 
dropping back to where we were, and we were trying to pro- 
gress to a uniform system of reporting. Under rule 47(a) every- 
thing still has to he reported, hut the way we have proposed it, 
i t  is all found in one place now, Mr. Speaker, rather than found 
in two places. The reporting requirements are the same. 

In addition, the House committee which is charged with the 
responsibility of gathering this information can adopt addi- 
tional rules. These are minimum rules for them to follow. I 
think the way we did it is cleaner in the sense of organization, 
and other than that, there are really no basic differences other 
than that we wanted in one place what should he contained in 
these reports. I t  is not intended in any way to dilute what we 
did lastyear. 

time i t  would seem to me to be appropriate to vest this commit- 
tee with this specific responsibility. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Philadelphia, Mr. O'Donnell. 

Mr. O'DONNELL. Mr. Speaker, I think that in an effort to 
clean up the rules and to transfer those reporting requirements 
from rule 47(a) to rule 14, there were several oversights which 
reverting to 47(a) would now correct. For instance, I helieve- 
and the majority leader can correct me-that as  to expenditures 
other than personnel under HR 53, there is no requirement that 
the person receiving the moneys name be reported. So under 
HR 53 all that would be required would be the account from 
which i t  came and the purpose. There would he no indication of 
even who was paid, and I think that is a fairly substantial over- 
sight. Under the old 47(a), certain persons were specifically re- 
quired to make reports to the 47(a) committee. That is not true 
under HR 53. Under 47(a), that committee that was created 
had really the management responsihility for these funds, hut 
under the present proposal, under HR 53, the Rules Committee 
has been substituted for the 47(a) committee. Now if we were 
serious then about 47(a), we ought to he serious now, and it 
seems to me not a good idea to put this 47(a) committee out of 
effective business before they have even had one meeting. I 
think that these are probably oversights, hut I would suggest 
that we go hack to the 47(al. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the majority leader. 
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, perhaps I should have made addi- 

tional comments. Mr. Speaker, if you will look a t  the Cowell 
amendment No. 1, A824, it would he my intention to move that 
that he adopted, and the Cowell amendment picked up the very 
oversights that yon are making reference to, and we were going 
to urge its adoption. Cowell's amendment requires that in addi- 
tion to the information set forth, the home address and the so- 
cial security number be added, the place where the duties are 
performed he set out, and the name of the supervisor, the per- 
son to whom money was paid, and the amount thereof all he 
added. So you are absolutely correct. HR 53 as presented did 
overlook these items, hut Mr. Cowell picked them up, and we 
have agreed to insert the Cowell amendment to straighten out 
that problem, so that part of it is clear. We were not trying to 
hide anything hut rather put it all in one place, and I do not 
think the fact that it is moved over to 14 does anything other 
than keep all of the reporting uniform and in one place. The 
requirements of the committee would still he the same, hut 

Mr. D. R. WRIGHT. Mr. Speaker, I appreciate the comments 
of the majority leader and I understand what he is saying. I t  
just seems to me that the Committee on Internal Affairs and 
House Administration ought to have a clear mandate to gather 
that information. I understand what he is saying, hut it seems 
to me that there is a certain area of responsihility which should 
belong to this committee. I recognize that it is not quite as neat, 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Philadelphia, Mr. O'Donnell. 

Mr. O'DONNELL. Will the majority leader respond to inter- 
rogation? 

The SPEAKER.-The gentleman, Mr. Ryan, indicates that he 
will, and the gentleman may proceed. 

Mr. O'DONNELL. I have the Cowell amendment in front of 
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me and, as I read it, it  does not seem to change that part of rule 
14 under HR 53 which would make the rulemaking power in 
the Rules Committee rather than in the 47(a) committee. Is 
that true? 

Mr. RYAN. Would the gentleman repeat that? 
Mr. O'DONNELL The power to regulate these forms and re- 

porting requirements and the making of further regulations, in 
rule 14 under your resolution, would that not go to the Rules 
Committee and be unaffected by the Cowell amendment? 

Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, I honestly do not know the answer 
to that right now. 

Mr. O'DONNELL. I think you suspect that I know the 
answer, and the answer is- 

Mr. RYAN. No. I do not a t  all. I answered for myself. 
Mr. O'DONNELL. Okay. 
Mr. RYAN. If you knew the answer and you were asking a 

rhetorical question, I wish you had said that- 
Mr. O'DONNELL. Well, for a lawyer- 
Mr. RYAN. -because I am telling you quite frankly that I do 

not know the answer. 
Mr. O'DONNELL. -rhetorical question. 
The SPEAKER. One at a time, please. The gentleman, Mr. 

O'Donnell, may proceed. 
Mr. O'DONNELL. I am through with my interrogation. May I 

be recognized to speak on the amendment? 
The SPEAKER. The gentleman is in order and may proceed. 
Mr. O'DONNELL. Although the Cowell amendment has been 

introduced into the conversation, I guess that is not really be- 
fore us. I think that the Wright amendment does deal with the 
problem, specifically keeping the management Power that we 
have Riven to 47(a) in 47(aI, and it does do things that the 
Cowell amendment does not do. Although the Cowell amend- 
ment goes hack to a lot of the requirements as to the content of 
the report, i t  does not affect who it is who is supposed to report 
and who it is who is supposed to receive the report. So I think 
the wright amendment is probably more comprehensive and 
more effective than the Cowell amendment, and I would sus- 
pect that if the wright passes, the Cowell amend. 
ment may not even he offered because it would be redundant. I 
would urge the adoption of the Wright amendment. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Le- 
high, Mr. Ritter. 

Mr. RITTER. Mr. Speaker, the Wright amendment, it seems 
to me, leaves out the very things that the Cowell amendment 
would correct, and that is the home address and the social 
security number and so on. My question is that with the lan- 
guage in rule 14 which was taken from rule 47(a), with those 
couple of omissions which the Cowell amendment would cor- 
rect, it seems to me that we could leave rule 14 the way i t  is. 

I would suggest, Mr. Speaker, that we divide the Wright 
amendment and take only that portion which would restore to 
rule 47(a) the language which was taken out and put in rule 14. 
I t  would be simply repeating that language in rule 47(a) so 
there is no question about what the authority of the special 
committee would he. But as far as taking the first part of the 
Wright amendment, I told Mr. Wright I have no quarrel with 

what is in rule 14, but I want to point out to you that we do 
need in connection with that the Cowell amendment, which 
would put in the social security number and a few other things. 

REQUEST TO DIVIDE AMENDMENTS 

Mr. RITTER. If I am in order, Mr. Speaker, I would ask, first, 
can the wright amendment be divided? 

~h~ SPEAKER. Will the gentleman further indicate where 
he would ask that i t  he divided? 

M,. RIT~ER. Yes, Mr. Speaker, taking the last line on the 
first page of the Wright amendment and considering that line, 
the last line on the first page, and all of the next two pages as 
one amendment, and then taking the remainder of page 1 as a 
separate amendment. 

What I am doing, Mr. Speaker, is taking only that portion of 
thewright which deals with rule47(a). 

The SPEAKER. It is the decision of the Chair that the 
amendment is divisible, and for the clarification of the Chair 
and the members of the House, all of the first page, with the 
exception of the last line, which reads, "Amend House Rule No. 
47(a), page 47, by inserting between lines 20 and 21", will be in 
one question, and that last line which I just read and all of the 
remaining two pages would be on the second question. Is this 
correct? 

Mr. RITTER. Yes, Mr. Speaker, and if I am in order, I would 
ask that we consider the latter part, the last line and pages 2 
and 3,  first, 

~ h ,  SPEAKER, so that the of the H~~~~ is 
aware of what they are voting on, amendment A795, the last 
line ofpage 1 and the xmaining two pages will he the question 
before the H ~ ~ ~ ~ .  ~t has heen moved by the gentleman from Le- 
high, M ~ ,  ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  that this rule he adopted, 

The Chair recognizes the leader. 
m. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, I am sorry, I probably jumped the 

gun here. Your motion now is just as to whether or not it can be 
divided? Or is this On the vote? 

The SPEAKER. The Chair has ruled that it is divisible. We 
are "OW voting on the of the amendment, the last 
line on page 1 and all of page 2 and page 3. 

Mr. RYAN. May I interrogate the gentleman, Mr. Ritter? 
The SPEAKER. The gentleman, Mr. Ritter, indicates that he 

will stand for interrogation. The gentleman, Mr. Ryan, is in 
order and may proceed. 

Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, as a result of the vote, assuming it 
is favorable, will we then have the situation where we are mak- 
ing one uniform report or will it remain two, the way Mr. 
Wright has proposedit? 

Mr. RI'ITER. Mr. Speaker, I have got to get hack to the 
Cowell amendment. If you accept the Cowell amendment to 
rule 14, then both reportingand data information would he the 
same. I t  is just that members would feel more comfortable, Mr. 
Speaker, if we put the language in rule 47(a) which had been in 
and which has been transferred to rule 14. Basically that is all 
we are doing, so that the accounting procedure would still he 
the same. 

Mr. RYAN. The language that would remain then in rule 47 
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would contain a requirement that the report he different- accept that decision. If it is not acceptable. I am perfectly will- 
would i t  not?-than the language in rule 14? ing to live with that. But I think it ought to rise or fall together. 

to accomplish. 
Mr. RITTER. Mr. Speaker, I agree with the majority leader. 

REQUEST TO DIVIDE WITHDRAWN 

What we were striving to accomplish, Mr. Speaker, was that 
the reporting required under rules 14 and 47 be the same so 
that we do not have a double set of forms and be further over- 
burdened with bureaucratic forms. The other way, I think, we 
could comply with one uniform report. That is all we are trying 

I am not sure that I am entirely in order, Mr. Speaker, to do 
that. I do not know whether that is a timely suggestion or not, 
hut I think it would be in order for us to vote on this as a whole 
and let i t  rise or fall on its own merits. 

contained in rule 14. 
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Soeaker. I am not sure where we are on this 

REQUEST TO DIVIDE AMENDMENTS 

What I am saying is that members have come to me because of 
the rule 47(a) provision, saying that they would feel more 
comfortable if the language were reinserted in rule 47(a) that 
bad been there. Except for a couple of word changes, the 
information required under rule 47(a), assuming we accept the 
Cowell amendment, would still be the same as the information 

thing right now, hut the way I feel about it is I am opposing it 
because there is a difference. We are looking for uniformity. 
There is no suggestion nor is it our intent in any way that the 
reporting required under 47(a) he obviated and that it no longer 
be necessary. We are simply saying that the same reporting 
that is required under 47(a) and 14 be done in a uniform way 
and a uniform time so we do not have to worry about meeting 
rule 14 reporting one way on one day and 47(a) reporting heiug 
done differently on a different day. We are trying to give all 
the information that is possible, but we are also trying to make 
it easier on those of us who have to administer these various 
rules, including the Internal Affairs Committee, so that the 
chief clerk or the minority administrator will get one set of 
information covering all employes, and it is filed as required by 
both of the rules, hut i t  is the same set of information. 

The information I have from our staff people is that we were 
doing it the way we had this HR 53 together with the Cowell 
amendment, which I will later urge be adopted, and on that 

Tbe SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Le- 
high, Mr. Ritter. 

Mr. RITTER. Mr. Speaker, I assume the sponsor of the 
amendment wants me not to divide the amendment. Is that cor- 
rect? Mr. Speaker, I withdraw my request then to divide the 
amendment. 

basis, and not being completely burdened with all of the facts 
that evidently some others are burdened with, I am going to op- 
pose the Wright amendment and ask a t  a later date to adopt 
the Cowell amendment. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Clarion, Mr. Wright. 

Mr. D. R. WRIGHT. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
The majority leader has made a good point, it seems to me, 

that  if we in fact do divide this question in such a way that one 
stands and the other falls, there will in fact be some duplica- 
tion. 

The question that I have, the problem that I am trying to 
speak to, is where does the authority reside for the acquisition 
of the data on which decisions and recommendations are to be 
made? It  seems to me that this authority should not exist in the 
Rules Committee for the purposes of the House Committee on 
Internal Affairs and House Administration. 

I would hope that Mr. Ritter would reconsider dividing the 
question. I am perfectly content to let this amendment rise or 
fall as a whole without bothering with the division. If it is an 
amendment acceptable by the House. I am perfectly willing to 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Allegheny, Mr. Cowell. 

Mr. COWELL. Mr. Speaker, I hate to complicate things a lit- 
tle bit, hut I am going to risk it. I would suggest that we need to 
divide the amendment so that we do not end up with two differ- 
ent  sets of reporting requirements, but we should divide it in a 
way different than was suggested by Mr. Ritter so that we can 
take into account Mr. Wright's concern about where the power 
is going to reside to establish rules andregulations. 

I would suggest-and I would ask that the several parties 
who have been involved to this point follow this. I would sug- 
gest-that we would divide it on page 1, after subsection 5: 
"The member, committee or organization to whom the person is 
assigned.", so that we would ultimately not consider that 
language down to that point, but that we could then proceed to 
strike from page 12, line 30, and page 13. lines 1 through 3. 

Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, would the gentleman yield for a 
moment? 

The SPEAKER. Would the gentleman from Allegheny, Mr. 
Cowell, yield? The Chair recognizes the majority leader. 

Mr. RYAN. Mr. Cowell, would you consent to a brief inter- 
rogation before you start  on- 

Mr. COWELL. Yes. 
Mr. RYAN. I am really addressing my question now, or inter- 

rogation, both to Mr. Cowell and Mr. Wright. Is your concern 
centered on the language contained a t  the bottom of page 12 
and the top of page 13: "All expenditures of funds appropriated 
to the House or to a member or nonmember" etc, etc, "shall be 
subject to the expenditure guidelines established by the Rules 
Committee . . . ."? 

Mr. COWELL. That is one of the concerns. I believe that is a 
concern that was just expressed by Mr. Wright. 

Mr. RYAN. All right. May I answer that? We put this 
language in-May I continue? 

The SPEAKER. Yes, the gentleman is in order. 
Mr. RYAN. We put this language in as  additional language in 

rule 46 and carried it forward to this position too becallse we 
have been informally guided to a great extent by the 
accounting manual, although our rules never in fact adopted 
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the accounting manual as our criteria for reporting and The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman. The gentle- 
expenditures. man, Mr. Wright, has withdrawn his amendment temporarily. 

Now the accounting manual that we now have is out of date. 
There are a number of sections in it that are inoperative, and 
the reason for the language that I just read, both in 46 and in 
this section on page 12 and 13, was to permit the Rules Com- 
mittee to adopt those portions of the accounting manual that 
we felt were still operative, and that language is not intended 
to give the Rules Committee the power to set forth what must 
he reported to the Internal Affairs Committee. 

I say that intending to be legally bound hereby-which are 
the magic words of the judiciary-that that language is re- 
stricted in our thinking to the adoption of sections of the 
accounting manual, which this House, incidentally, has always 
gone hy hut has never been adopted. I would hope that that 
solves your problem. 

Further, in rule 47, the Internal Affairs Committee still has 
the right, on page 47 a t  line 17, section (d) to ". . . promulgate 
rules and regulations. . . ." So I believe that  th? ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ l  ~ f .  

fairs Committee, if t:ley are not satisfied with tl ?formation 
contained in 14, could promulgate additional rult f they felt 
they need additional information. 

Mr. COWELL. Mr. Speaker, I am sorry to get drawn into this, 
because my amendment really did not address this question. 

The SPEAKER. will the gentleman  his is a very 
important rule- 

Mr. COWELL. Mr. Speaker, may I make a suggestion to the 
majority leader? 

The SPEAKER. Will the gentleman yield? The Chair was 
about to make a suggestion. 

Mr. RYAN. I would be afraid of yours, Mr. Speaker. 

AMENDMENTS WITHDRAWN TEMPORARILY 

The SPEAKER. The Chair was about to suggest that the 
gentleman SromClarion, Mr. Wright, withdraw his amendment 
temporarily and that he and the gentleman from Allegheny, 
M ~ .  cowell, and the gentleman from ~ ~ h i ~ h ,  M ~ ,  ~ i t t ~ ~ ,  and 
the gentlemen from the majority side and staff meet down here 
and decide who is right, so that the rest of the memhers of the 
House can goon with the other amendments. 

Mr. RYAN. They gave up? 
The SPEAKER. Would the gentleman from Clarion, Mr. 

wright, withdraw his amendment temporarily to have a full 
discussion on the merits or demerits or what is attempting to 
be done? 

MI. D. R. WRIGHT. I want to he cooperative but if that is the 
pleasure of the Speaker, I will. However, if this amendment is 
adopted, certain other proposed amendments would he 
academic a t  that point. 

The SPEAKER. It  was the further intention of the Chair that 
he would not take up m y  other amendments, the Cowell 
amendment or other amendments that pertain to the same sub 
ject matter, until you people were satisfied. 

Mr. D. R. WRIGHT. Then we will go on to other rules that 
would apply to 14 and 47(a) as well? 

TbeSPEAKER. That is correct. 
MI. D. R. WRIGHT. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

On the question recurring, 
Will the House adopt the resolution as  amended? 

POTToffered the followingamenSunents: 
Amend Rule 19, page 16, line 6, hy inserting before "No" (1) 

19, page 16, by insertingafter line 
(2) No general appropriations bill,, nonpreferred appro- 

priations hill, general budget hill or capitol budget hlll shall he 
introduced by or considered by the Approprlations Committee 
without a full review and written recommendation for the level 
of funding for that a propriation by the a propriate standing P committee as listed gelow. In the case o appropriations re- 
quests in the form of Senate bills, the Appropriations Commit- 
tee shall not consider such legislation without following the 

procedure as outlined above. 
(3) Each Standing Committee shall make the initial review of 

an budget or appropriations request from any executive 
ofzce, State department, agency, hoard or commission, within 
its jurisdiction as outlined below. In carrying out its review of 
any hudget or appropriations request, the committee may hold 
public hearings, require testimony of appropriate officials and 
request any other pertinent information the committee feels 
necessary to make a complete report and written recom- 
mendation to t h (  ':~propriations Committee on the hudget re- 
quest. 

(4) In order to facil~tate the Standing Committee's review, 
the Appropriations Committee shall submit to each comm~ttee 
chairman, a maximum funding limit, which shall represent the 
total dollar amount the Appropriations Committee deems 
available for all executive offices, State departments, agencies, 
hoards or commissions within the jurisdiction of the Standing 
Committee. This dollar amount shall be submitted to each 
Standing Committee chairman no later than April 1 of each 
year in the case of a general appropriations bill, and no later 
than 30 days after the Appropriations Committee receives a re- 
quest for nonpreferred, general budget or capitol budget apprrr 
priations. 

(5) In addition, upon request of the Staudin Committee 
chairman, the Appropriations Committee shall furnish assis- 
tance to any Standing Committee for the purpose of that com- 
mittee's review recommendations. 

(6) When the Standing Committee submits its written report 
recommendation for funding to the Appropriations CoF- 

mittee, and the sum of all funding recommendations within its 
jurisdiction does not exceed the maximum funding limit,estab 
lished by the Appropriations Committee, the Approprlatlons 
comInittee shall include that recommendation within any legis- 
lation it reports to the floor for consideration without altera- 
tion. 

(7) In the case where a committee recommendation for f ~ d -  
ing exceeds the maximum funding limit, the Approprlatious 
Committee may accept that recommendation; hut in all in- 
stances where the Appropriations Committee decides to reduce 
the funding level beloa the recommendation of the S t a n l n g  
committee, it must the ratio of funding 
by the Standmg Committee between the executive offices, 
State depa~tments,  agencies, b a r d s  and commissions within 
~ t s  jurisdstlon. 

(8) where two committees share joint responsibilities over 
an executive office, State department, agency, board or com- 
mission, the committees involved shall act jointly in their 
review and shall, if necessary, hold joint public hearings. After 
their joint review is completed, they shall submit a joint recom- 
mendation to the Appropriations Committee. 

(9) The Standing Committee shall complete its review and 
make its written recommendation to the Appropriations Com- 
mittee on any general appropriations request no later than May 
1 of the year; and in the case of nonpreferred requests, eneral 
budget requests or capitol budget requests, no later t f an 30 
days zfter it receives its maximum funding limit from the 
Appropriations Committee. 

(10) Where a Standing Committee has standing subcom- 
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Finance 

mittees, the committee may delegate its review responsibility 
to a subcommittee: Provided, however, That the final review 
and recommendation comes from the full Standing Committee. 

(11) All Standing Committees may submit changes in their 
recommendations for funding levels to the Appropriations 
Committee prior to any House action on the final legislation. 

(12) The following Standing Committees shall review the 
budget requests of the executive offices, State departments, 
agencies, hoardsor commissions as designated below: 
COMMITTEE DEPARTMENT. EXECUTIVE 

OFFICE, AGENCY, BOARD 
OR COMMISSION 

Agriculture and Rural Department of Agriculture 
Affairs Milk Marketin Board 

Appropriations Governor's 0fgce 
Lieutenant Governor's Office ' 

Council on Drug and Alcohol 
Abuse 

Council on the Arts 
Human Relations Commission 
House of Representatives -Sen- 

ate 
Business and Commerce Department of Commerce 

Department of Banking 
Pennsylvania Securities Cum- 

miss~on 
Pennsylvania Housing Finance 

Agency 
Conservation De artment of Environmental 

#esources 
CONSUMER AFFAIRS Degartment of General Services 

Pu hc Ut~h ty  Commission 
Education Department of Education 

Historical and Museum Commis- 
sion 

pennsylvania public ~ ~ l ~ ~ i ~ i ~ ~  
Network Commission 

Pennsylvania Higher Education 
Assistance A ency 

Department of k evenue 
Department of Treasury 
State Harness Racing Commis- 

sion 
Horse Racing Commission 
State Tax Equalization Board 
Pennsylvania Municipal Retire- 

ment Board 
~~~~d of~rhitration ofClaims 

Games and Fisheries Pennsylvania Game and Fish 

Liquor Control Liquor Control Board 
LocalGovernment Department of Community Af- 

fairs 
Mines and Energy Man- Department of Environmental 

agement Resources 
State Government Department of State 

Department of Auditor General 
Civil Service Commission 
Commonwealth Compensation 

Commission 
Transportation Department of Trans ortation 

sion 
R Pennsylvania Turnpi e Commifi- 

Urban Affairs Department of Community Af- 
fairs 

Military and Veterans Af- Department of Military Affairs 
fairs 
(13) In addition, nonpreferred legislation requesting appro- 

priations for educational institutions shall be reviewed by the 
Education Committee. Nonpreferred legislat~on requesting ap- 
propriations for health care facilities and healthlsocial servlce 
related issues shall be reviewed by the Health and Welfare 
Committee. All other nonpreferred legislation shall he 
reviewed by the A propriations Committee. 

(14) Any speciic appropriations request by an executive 
office, State department, agency, board or commission not out- 
lined above, shall he reviewed by the Appropriations Com- 
mittee. 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the amendments? 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Al- 
legheny, M ~ .  pott. 

Mr. POW. Thank you. Mr. Speaker. 
This amendment is offered jointly by another distinguished 

Representative from Allegheny County, Mr. Rhodes. The 
amendment is the same amendment which Mr. Rhodes and I at- 
tempted to offer to the permanent rules about l l / z  months ago 
~ r i o r  to the Appropriations Committee deliberating the hudg- 
et. At that time one of the major objections to this resolution 
was that the budgetary process would he unduly delayed. 

I would like to remind all of the members of the House of 
Representatives that tomorrow is May 2. There is not a bndget 
document on our calendar. Today is May 1.  There is not a bud@ 

Commission 
Health and Welfare Department of Health 

D~~~~~~~~~ ofpublic Welfare 
Department of Aging 

Insurance Department of Insurance 
Judiciary De artment of Justice 

0 f P  ~ c e  of Attorney General 
State Police 

et  bill on the calendar. Under the proposed amendment that 
Mr. Rhodes and I are offering, a hudget document would be on 
our calendar today. I think this is the main criticism that those 
who were opposed to putting the budgetary process in the 
hands of the standing committee voiced on that day. I think we 
can see that our resolution would have brought before us an o p  

Supreme Court 
Superior Court 
Commonwealth Court 
Court of Common Pleas 
District Justices - Community 

Courts 
Philadelphia Traffic Court 
Philadel hia Municipalcourt 
~ o a r d o ~ ~ r o h a t i o n  and Parole 
Board of Pardons 
crime victims Compensation 

Board 
Pennsylvania Commission on 

Crime and Delinquency 
pennsylvania crime ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ i ~ ~  

Labor Relations Department of Labor and In. 
dustry 

portunity to vote on the budget before the procedures that are 
presently enforced. 

To reiterate a couple of the other points that we are trying to 
make: You, as individual legislators, will have an opportunity, 
in your standing committees, to vote on a budget for the de- 
partments that your committees are responsible for monitor- 
ing. For example, the Business and Commerce Committee, 
which is the committee that knows the most about the Depart 
ment of Commerce, will he approving the budget for the De- 
partment of Commerce. The Health and Welfare Committee, 
which should know the most about the operations of the De- 
partment of Public Welfare, will he responsible for reviewing 
the budget of that department. The House Education Commit- 
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tee will he responsible for reviewing the hudget of the Depart- years ago Although I frankly do not remember-Mr. Rhodes 
ment of Education. You as individual members will find that I shakes his'head "no" Pardon me? 
you are able to do your committee work and your committee 
process much better by having an opportunity to know how 
those departments spend the money than you presently are 
when they come before you and want various bills passed to 
ease their process. You will be able to utilize that budgetary 
whip, that appropriations whip, that control over them, and I 
certainly hope that those 65 people who supported Mr. Rhodes 
and myself the last time will continue to support us. Those of 
you who did not support us because of your fear of a delay in 
the budgetary process will reconsider that vote and this time 
vote with us. Thank you. Mr. Sneaker. 

floor. I wouldhelp to make this an orderly process. 
Mr. Sneaker. we owe a t  least that to our constituents. that we 

Mr. RHODES. Two months ago, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. RYAN. Two months ago. 
The problem that I think everyone in this room is aware of is 

the problem of duplication of committees. Right now one of the 
toughest jobs we have is trying to schedule committee hearing 
dates or  committee dates where we can get the most number of 
members to attend. There is duplication. Members serve on two 
and three committees a t  the same time. 

To suggest that this process would not delay the final 
drafting of a general appropriation hill, I do not believe is 
realistic. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Al- 
legheny, Mr. Rhodes. 

Mr. RHODES. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. 'peaker, One of the ways we often defeat proposals 

this floor is to argue against the paper tiger. We describe a pro- 
posal, a bill or a resolution or amendment one way; we argue 
against that paper tiger and, by association, defeat the pro- 
posal. The proposal that Mr. Pott and I have introduced does 
not constitute an attack on the Appropriations Committee; 
therefore, it necessitates no defense by the Appropriations 
Committee. Our proposa1 is not an attack On the staff of the 
Appropriations Committee; therefore, it does not necessitate 
any defense of the staff of the Appropriations Committee. Our 
proposal does not delay the appropriations process; i t  speeds it 
up. Our proposal does not make this House less accountable for 
its hudget; i t  makes it more accountable for our hudget. 

I urge the members to vote "yes" on this proposal. so when we 
go home to our constituents and they ask us what role do we 
have in the budget, we can say something other than we voted 
yes or no on a conference report. 

This does not take the Appropriations Committee out of the 
budget process. In the final analysis. the Appropriations Corn- 
mittee has the limitation functions of the rules, and, also, the 
leaders will also have a significant role if there is a conference 
report. All it guarantees is that the average member who serves 
on the committee with expertise in that substantive area will 
have an input into the initial hudget projections and the initial 
hudget that is compiled into the budget introduced on this 

can say in the area where we have expertise we have had input. 
And I say, Mr. Speaker, it is going to be very hard for us to ex- 
plain to our constituents why we did not want to exercise that 
degree of responsibility in a time when we are asking for bil- 
lions of dollars of taxpayers' support for this state budget. 
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

First off this year by way of example-and I know this is true 
in prior years and I am not suggesting that it is something 
new-this year on the floor and in the mail, everyone was in- 
vited to attend the Appropriations Committee hearings. Every- 
one had a schedule of the various departments that were going 
to come before the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~  committee on each date, yet 
theattendance waslight, 

1f we go into a situation such as is suggested by this amend. 
merit, where each committee stands as an appropriation 
mittee unto the departments over which it has jurisdiction 
Under the hill, I think, (a), it will require additional staff, ~~d it 
is not the kind of thing where you can spread the staff out over 
a period of time all of these committees would be meet. 
ing hasically at the time, give or take a few days, would 
require additional expenditure of funds, large funds, for the at. 
tendance at committee meetings and for the of the 
staff and, I suppose, notes of testimony. You wouldend up with 
an situation, in my judgment, in that all of these 
committees would he going on at hasically the same time, with 
members checkingin for purposes at one andracing off 
to another one because they have a greater interest in that one. 
I honestly believe that it would create chaos not having it all 
under the of the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~  committee on a day- 
to.day 

I have attended Appropriations meetings, I know 
M,., ~ h ~ d ~ ~  has and I Pott has, When they have 
wanted to ask questions, they have able to; they have 
able to make an input into the committee; and I think to change 
this now would reallv he a mistake, I do not think it 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Allegheny, Mr. Rhodes. 

Mr. RHODES. Mr. Speaker, I was not sure exactly that we 
had such a hot-shot idea, hut if the majority leader's arguments 
against the proposal are the ones that he just made, I am in- 
creasingly convinced, because I have such respect for the 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the majority leader, 
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, I oppose the amendment. Briefly, in 

a way we are fortunate and in a way we are not in that we have 
delayed the consideration of the rules until May 1. 

You received 65 votes on this amendment 2 years ago, Mr. 
Pott or Mr. Rhodes said. And I would guess that those rules 
were adopted early on, probably in January or February 2 

-.  
majority leader's wisdom and knowledge. And if those are the 
arguments you can come up with, Mr. Speaker, against the pro- 
posal, it must he a pretty good proposal, because, first of all, 
yon know that members are not paid to attend Appropriations 
meetings if they are not Appropriations Committee members, 
and so that is not really much of an argument. But they can at- 
tend Appropriations Committee meetings. And you well know 
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there is no reason why the majority leader should not vote for it 
The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman fromLe- 

and we all should vote for this rule change. 
hieh. Mr. Zeller. 

that without being a member of the committee, your ability to 
influence what is going on is limited anyway. And to argue 
against this fundamental change in the way we relate to the d e  
partments and agencies on the hasis that it was a scheduling 
problem, I know that you recognize that to he a less than 
devastating argument. 

This House has the expertise, the knowledge and the leader- 
ship on both sides to effectively schedule the committees to al- 
low for effective participation. 

In review, just the first level of review, the rule is very clear 
about the time limitations on that review by the substantive 
committees. And, finally, as for staff, there is certainly 
adequate staff, and we have a very gifted Appropriations staff 
on both sides which would support the substantive committees. 

So if those are the major arguments against this rule, I think 

creation of the special budget committees in the House and the 
Senate of the United States Congress was done in order to 
eliminate the confusion and the overspending of the taxpayers' 
money that is engendered by this type of division of authority. 

Here in Pennsylvania the overall budget and how i t  should be 
divided is set by one committee. It is up to that committee, as 
well as this House, to set the prioritiesamong the various types 
of spending. Let us he realistic. The experience in the Congress 
has shown that the committees tend to become not the critics 
of the agencies but the captives of the agencies. And that very 
thing will happen here because we are human beings and s u b  
ject to the same human feelings as the United States Congress 
is. 

I would, therefore, suggest, Mr. Speaker, this is a reform 
whose time bas come and gone and we should vote i t  down. 

TheSPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the majority leader. 
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, the Appropriations Committee has 

been meeting for the past 3 or 4 weeks. Have you had any proh- 
lem, Mr. Rhodes, while attending any of these meetings, 
getting input to the Appropriations Committee? 

Mr. RHODES. Mr. Speaker, I was told specifically that if I 
wanted to come to the Appropriations Committee it was up to 
me. I would not be supported to come to the meeting. I could 
come and participate as an adjunct, hut I would not he reim- 
hursed and it would not he counted as an official meeting. I 
could come on my own, like a private citizen, to participate, and 
I was told that. So if that is the way it is, that is the way it is. I 
am just asking the members to change the rules so that we can 
participate. 

Philadelphia, Mr. Rocks. I press will play ball with us over here. I doubt that very much. 

- ,  

Mr. ZELLER. Mr. Speaker, getting hack to this business that 
we were all invited to come to the Appropriations Committee 
meetings, I have attended Appropriations Committee meetings 
for years, being here and this is my 9th year, and I have never 
been paid for attending an Appropriations Committee meeting. 
But I just learned something now, that maybe I should have 
turned in my voucher. 

I understand that people all got paid this year. Now this is 
not only a good political move to come to an Appropriations 
Committee and get publicity back home for somethmg that you 
are fighting for, but you also get paid for it. Now I did not know 
that. As a matter of fact, maybe a lot of us are missing out on 
this puhlic relations area. So, hey, this is something real good. 
As a matter of fact, they had better hold it over in the 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the majority leader. 
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, I yield to Mr. Rocks. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 

Mr. ROCKS. Mr. Speaker, I am a freshman member of this 
On the question recurring. 

General Assembly, who in fact did participate in the Appro- 
Will the House agree to the amendments? 

~r ia t ions  Committee hearines. and I would like it to be noted 

auditorium in the Forum, because I think you are going to get a 
lot of members attending these Appropriations Committee 
meetings, because, hey, gang, you all get paid for it. This is not 
had at all, because we can get good public releases out if the 

Rodgers 
Serafini 
Seventy 
Steighner 
Stewart 
Sweet 
Swift 
Telek 
Trello 
Wachob 
Wilson 
Wright. D. 

., . ~ ~ 

that prior to this very hour, I have been in support of the con- 
cept that was brought forward in this amendment. However, 
having attended those hearings and, also I will note, having 
been conpensated for that attendance, I found that I was able 
to question; I was able to make input; and I am perfectly well 
satisfied that the Appropriations Committee and its chairman 
and the way that that process went this year was fully open and 
I am fully satisfied with having made my inputs into it.Thank 
you, Mr. Speaker. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Philadelphia, Mr. Rappaport. 

Mr. RAPPAPORT. Mr. Sneaker. as usual. most of the 
reforms that this legislature tries to put in are outmoded by the ~ u G v i c h  Rhodes zell; 

Lashinger Richardson 
time we get to them. May I remind the House that this proposal 

The followingroll call wasrecorded: 

YEAS-55 

~ l d ~ , ,  Foster, A. Laughlin 
Austin Gallagher Lewis 
Barber Gamble Livengood 
Belardi George, C. Michlnvic 
B~~~~~ Goebel Mrkonic 
Brown Grabowski Murphy 
Caltagirone Gruppo Nahill 
Chess Hoeffel Novak 
Cohen Itkin O'Dannell 
Cawell Kanuck Pistella 
Dawida Kernick Pott 
DeWeese Knight Reed 

is what was adopted by the United States Congress about 50 NAYS-142 
years ago. It is also the very system that every study of the Anderson Foster, W. Lynch. F. Ryan 
Congress has shown must be done away with. And, indeed, the Armstrong Frrind Mackowski Salvatore 
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Arty Fryer Madgan Scheaffer I tending Appropriations Committee meetings was not a t  a point 
Bennett Gallen Manderino Schmitt of receiving pay for them. I am not a member of that commit- Bittle Gannon Manmiller Schweder 
Borski Gatski McCall Sririca tee. I attend Appropriations Committee meetings because of 

Burns 
Cappabianea 
Cessar 
Cianciulli 

Bowser Geesey ~ c ~ l a t c h y  Shadding 
Brandt Geist McIntyre Shupnik 
Brunner George, M. McKelvey Sieminsk 
Burd Giammarco McMonagle Sirianni 

Cimini 
Clark, B. 
Clark, R. 

the fact of concern. Just  so the Fourth Estate understands 
that. My vote up there is not for being paid. I will attend them 
without it. Thank you very much. 

Cochran 
Cole 
Cornell 
Coslett 
Cunnineham 
Davies 
DeMedio 
DeVerter 
DiCarlo 
Dietz 
Dininni 
Dombrowski 
Donatucci 
Dorr 
Durham 
Earley 
Fee 
Fiseher. R. R. 
Fisher. D. M. 

Gladeck 
Goodman 
Gray 
Greenfield 
Grieco 
Halverson 
Harper 
Hasay 
Hayes, D. S. 
Hayes, S. E. 
Helfrick 
Honaman 
Hutchinson, W. 
Irvis 
Johnson. E. 
Johnson, J. 
Jones 
Klingaman 
Knepper 
Kolter 
Kowalyshyn 
Lehr 
Letterman 
Levi 
Levin 
Lynch, E. R. 

~ c ~ e r r y -  
Milanavich 
Miller 
Moehlmann 
Mowery 
Mullen, M. P 
Musto 
Noye 
O'Brien, B. 
O'Brien. D. 
Oliver 
Perzel 
Peterson 
Petrarca 
Piccola 
Pievsky 
Pitts 
Polite 
Pratt 
Pucciarelli 
Punt 
Pyles 
Rappaport 
R~eger 
Ritter 
Rocks 

Smith. E. 
Smith, I,. 
Spencer 
Spitz 
Stairs 
Stuban 
Taddonio 
Taylor, E. 
Taylor, F. 
Thomas 
Vroon 
Wagner 
Wargo 
Wass 
Weidner 
Wenger 
White 
Wright, J. L. 
Yahner 
Yahn 
Zitterman 
Zord 
Zwikl 

Seltzer, 
Speaker 

NOT VOTING-6 

Beloff Mieozzie Williams Wilt 
Hutchinson, A. Street 

The question was determined in the negative, and the amend- 
ments were not agreed to. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Le- 
high, Mr. Zeller. 

Mr. ZELLER. I would like to make a statement. 
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state it. 
Mr. ZELLER. I would iust like to clarifv the record. I will at- 

tend Appropriations Committee meetings and all committee 
meetings as far as I am concerned. I do not have to be paid for 
them. I just hope the Fourth Estate understands that. 

The SPEAKER. Will the gentleman yield? The gentleman - 
wants to make a statement. The gentleman will ask unanimous 
consent of the House do make a few brief remarks. Is that what 
the gentleman wants to do? 

Mr. ZELLER. Yes, Mr. Speaker. Thank you. 
The SPEAKER. The gentleman asks unanimous consent tc 

make a few brief remarks. Without objection, the gentleman 
may proceed. The Chair hears none. The gentleman is in order. 

ADDRESS TO HOUSE 
Mr. ZELLER, under unanimous consent, addressed the 

House: 
Mr. ZELLER. Mr. Speaker, my "yes" vote is merely to sup 

port a move that I felt was good in regard to committees get 
ting a chance to see what is going on around here. But my a t  

On the question recurring, 
Will the House adopt the resolution as amended? 

Mr. COWELL offered the following amendment: 

Amend House Rule No. 19(a), page 16, line 15, by inserting 
after "be" reported from committee until the Commit$e Chair- 
man has requested and the committee has recelved a flscal note 
from the Appropriations Committee, and no bill so reported 
shall he 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the amendment? 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Al- 
legheny, Mr. Cowell. 

Mr. COWELL. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, House rule 19(A) deals with fiscal notes. My 

proposed amendment would seek to make HR 53, rule 19(A), 
more similar to rule 19(A) as it existed in the past. 

In my opinion, the concept of a fiscal note was originally con- 
ceived in this House as a means of legislators giving members 
more information with which they could make their decisions 
a b u t  legislation. Unfortunately over the past several years, I 
think that the use of the fiscal note has evolved to the point 
where i t  is basically a tool for the Appropriations Committee to 
tie up legislation. That may be a good purpose in itself, but I do 
not think that we should completely abandon the role of a fiscal 
note as a means of supplying financial information to members 
when they are making their decisions. 

I am proposing that before a bill can be reported from com- 
mittee, the chairman would be required to request and would 
have to receive a fiscal note. 

If we do not adopt this amendment, we are going to be in a 
situation where we will not know the financial ramifications of 
legislation until after a hill has been reported out of committee 
and until after it is on second consideration here in the House. I 
think we should have that full information throughout the 
process. I would ask for the adoption of the amendment. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
York, Mr. Dorr. 

Mr. DORR. Mr. Speaker, the rules as they are proposed with- 
out the Cowell amendment are not in any way an attempt to 
prevent the House from having the benefits of a fiscal note. In 
fact, in any case where a member of a committee was concerned 
about the fiscal impact of a bill before the committee, it would 
still be entirely appropriate for that member to propose a mo- 
tion in committee that the bill be laid on the table pending the 
receipt of a fiscal note. 

In my opinion, and I do not speak for the Appropriations 
Committee, but I would suggest to the gentleman and the mem- 
bers of the House that in the event a member is concerned 
about the fiscal impact of a bill, the advice of the Appropria- 
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Burns 
Cappabianca 
Cessar 
Cianciulli 
Cimini 
Clark, B. 
Clark, R. 
Cochran 
Cole 
Cornell 
Coslett 
Cunningham 
Davies 
DeMedio 
DeVerter 
DiCarlo 
Dietz 
Dininni 
Dorr 
Durham 
Ear ley 
Fee 
Fischer.R. R. 
Fisher, D. M. 
Foster. A. 
Foster. W. 
Freind 

Goodman Mullen, M. P. 
Gray Musto 
Greenfield Nahill 
Grieco Noye 
Gruppo O'Brien. D. 
Harper Oliver 
Hasay Perzd 
Hayes, D. S. Peterson 
Hayes. S. E. Petrarca 
Helfriek Piccola 
Honaman Pitts 
Hutchinson, W. Polite 
Irvis Pott 
Johnson, E. Pratt 
Johnson. J. Punt 
Jones Pyles 
Klingaman Rappaport 
Knepper Richardson 
Kolter Rieger 
Kowalyshyn Ritter 
Lehr Rocks 
Levi Rodgers 
Levin Ryan 
Lynch, E.  R. Salvatore 
Lynch. F. Scheaffer 
Mackowski Schweder 
Madigan 

NOT VOTING-11 

Steighner 
Stuban 
Sweet 
Swift 
Taddonio 
Taylor, E. 
Taylor, F. 
Telek 
Thomas 
Vroon 
Waehab 
Wagner 
Wargo 
Wass 
Weidner 
Wenger 
White 
Wright, J. L 
Yohn 
Zelier 
Zitkrman 
Zord 
Zwikl 

Seltzer, 
Speaker 

Reloff Hutchinson, A. Schmitt Wilt 
Danatucci Letterman Strert Yahner 
Halverson Mirozzir Williams 

The question was determined in the negative, and the amend- 
ment was not agreed to. 

On the question recurring, 
Will the House adopt the resolution as amended? 
Mr. RlTTER offered the following amendments. 

Amend House Rule No. 19(a), page 16,line21, by striking out 
"111" 
\", 

Amend House Rule No. 19(a), page 16, line 24, by removing 
the semicolon after "Committee" and striking out "or" and in- 
serting a period 

Amend House Rule No. 19(a), page 16, lines 25 through 28, 
by striking out all of said lines 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the amendments? 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Le- 
high, Mr. Ritter. 

Mr. RITTER. Mr. Speaker, the purpose of my amendment is 
to strike out the language which says that the Rules Committee 
can waive the necessity of a fiscal note on any bill which it 
deems to have a deminimis fiscal impact or which merely au- 
thorizes rather than mandates an increase in expenditures or 
an action that would result in a loss of revenue. 

One of the problems that I think we fmd up here is that what 
we do a lot of times is pass "may" legislation, that a local mu- 
nicipality may do certain things, and then we kind of hack off 

to he if in fact that proposal becomes a rule whether we let local 
municipalities decide they want to increase their pension funds. 
We ought to tell them, if you do, this is what the cost will he. 
and if you take the rule as it is, it will allow the Rules Commit- 
tee to waive the necessity of a fiscal note on anything which 
simply authorizes rather than mandates, and I just do not think 
that that is the way we ought to go. I think if it requires an ex- 
penditure of funds in any event, that we ought to know what 
the fiscal impact is going to he. That was the purpose of my 
amendment, Mr. Speaker, and I would ask for an affirmative 
vote. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the majority leader. 
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, the Rules Committee looked this 

whole situation over, I believe, fairly closely. 
The Rules Committee, as you know, is made up generally of 

the leadership of the Republican and Democratic caucuses plus 
a few others, and neither side is ready to give a break to the 
other when it comes down to a political matter. I do not think 
that you could accuse me or Mr. Manderino, Mr. Irvis or Mr. 
Hayes or Mr. Seltzer of being ready to cave in too quickly to 
something that protects the minority or protects the majority. 

We had an agreement on this particular matter. We have 
been around long enough, as you have, Mr. Ritter, to recognize 
that many times the Appropriation Committee sends back a fis- 
cal note that says "undeterminable" or "indeterminable" on a 
"may" hill. There is no way of putting any price tag on it be- 
cause i t  is a "mav" bill and vou do not know whether a local eov- 
ernment has one employe or 500 employes. There is no way we 
can do it,  so what we decided in that case was that if three- 
quarters of the members of the Rules Committee-which sim- 
~ l e  mathematics would tell you requires a number of the minor- 
ity members-agree, we can waive that requirement. 

The other case where we could waive it is where, again, three- 
quarters of the Rules Committee agree that the bill will have a 
deminimis impact, fiscal impact. For instance, we have, from 
time to time this year-and I believe that there is one on the 
calendar right now-had bills that really, when you look a t  the 
overall budget, have no impact; they are $10,000 or $12,000, 
and we can make that judgment because we have been around 
long enough to change the name of a bridge, to change the 
name of a road where all you are talking about really is the cost 
of one or two signs being repainted. 

In these special situations, i t  almost seems to me that the ad- 
ditional cost and inconvenience of sending bills to the Appro- 
priations Committee for a fiscal note is self-defeating. We 
know what it costs to paint a sign. We could guess what it costs 
to paint a sign on a bridge and to tie up legislation for 1 or 2 
days in these cases when three-quarters of us on the Rules Com- 
mittee can agree that it is not necessary, does not seem unrea- 
sonable. I think that it will streamline the operation here a lit- 
. . .  

ture to decide whether or not we want to consider a "may" pro- On the question recurring, 
vision. we really ought to know what the fiscal impact is going Will the House agree to the amendments? 

~ ~ 

by saying that when the costs come in and they end up doing it 
and it gets to he very expensive, our argument is that we never 
said that you had to do it. That was your choice to make, hut I 
think in order for the local municipalities or even this legisla- 

tle blt. 
The fiscal note situation has created some problems of sched- 

uling and moving bills, and I would ask, respectfully, that Mr. 
Ritter's amendment be defeated. 
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The following roll call was recorded: 

YEAS-48 

Austin DeWeese Kowalyshyn Pccciarelli 
Barber DiCarlo Kukovich Reed 
Borski Duffy Laughhn Richardson 
Brown Livengood Ritter Dumas 
Caltagirane Fryer McCall Rodgers 

Seventy Cappabianca Gamble Michlovic 
Chess Gatski Mrkonic Steighner 
Clark, B. Gray Murphy Stewart 
Cohen Itkin Novak Trello 

Wachob Cole Kernick Oliver 
Cowell Knight Pistella Zeller 
Dawida K a l t ~ r  Pra t t  Zwikl 

NAYS-145 

Alden Gallagher Lynch, F .  Schweder 
Anderson Gallen Mackowski Scirica 
Armstrong Gannon Madigan Serafini 
Arty Geesey Manderino Shadding 
Belardi Geist Manmiller Shupnik 
Bennett George, C. MeClatchy Sieminski 
Berson George. M. McIntyre Sirianni 
Bittle Giammarco MeKelvey Smith, E. 
Bowser Gladeck McMonagle Smith, L. 
Brandt Goebel McVerry Spencer 
Brunner Goodman Milanavich Spitz 
Burd Greenfield Miller Stairs 
Burns Grieco Moehlmann Sweet 
Cessar G ~ U P P ~  Mowery Swift 
Cianeiulli Halverson Mullen, M. P. Taddania 
Cimini Harper M u s h  Taylor, E. 
Clark. R. Hasay Nahill Taylor, F. 

Telek Carhran Hayes, D. S .  Noye 
Cornell Hayes. S .  E. O'Brien, B. Thomas 
Coslett Helfriek O'Rrien, D. Vroon 
Cunningham Hoeffel O'Donnell Wagner 
Davies Honaman Perzel Wargo 
DeMedio Hutchinson, W. Peterson Wass 
DeVertpr Irvis Petrarca Weidner 
Dietz Johnson. E. Piccola Wenger 

Johnson. .I. Pievsky White Dininni 
Dombrowski Jones Pit ts  Wilson 
Donatucci Kanuck Polite Wright, D. 
Darr Klingaman Pott Wright, J. I,. 
Durham Knepper Punt Yahner 
Earley Lashinger Pyles Yohn 

Lehr Rieger Zitterman Fee 
Fischer. R. R. Letterman Rocks Zord 
Fisher, D. M. Levi Ryan 
Foster, A. Levin Salvatore Seltzer, 
Foster. W. Lewis Scheaffer Speaker 
Freind Lynch. E. R. Schmitt 

NOT VOTING-10 

Beloff Micozzie Street Williams 
Grabowski Rappaport Stuban Wilt 
Hutchinson.A. Rhodes 

The question was determined in the negative, and the amend- 
ments were not agreed to. 

AMENDMENT WITHDRAWN 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Clarion, Mr. Wright. 

Mr. D. R. WRIGHT. Mr. Speaker, having met with four Dem- 
ocratic legislators and one Republican staff person, I withdraw 
my amendment. 

JOURNAL-HOUSE May 1, 

I do so, however, with the understanding that we will agree 
to the Cowell amendment and also that if some of the concerns 
that were expressed turn out to he realities, then we can take 
action a t  some other time. 

The SPEAKER. The amendment withdrawn by the gentle- 
man, Mr. Wright, is A795. 

The Chair recognizes the majority leader. 
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, Mr. Wright is exactly correct and 

should your fears be well found, let us sit down and we will cor- 
rect the problem. I think you will find, however, that this will 
turn out okay. 

On the question recurring, 
Will the House adopt the resolution as amended? 
Mr. COWELL offered the following amendments: 

Amend House Rule No. 14, page 10, line 21, by striking out 
"address," and inserting home address, social security number, 

Amend House Rule No. 14, page 10, line 22, by inserting af- 
ter "duties" and where they are performed 

Amend House Rule No. 14, page 10, lines 22 and 23, by strik- 
ing out "job location" and inserting the name of immediate su- 
pervisor 

Amend House Rule No. 14, page 10, line 29, by striking out 
"The" and inserting To whom it was paid, the amount thereof, 
and the 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the amendments? 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Al- 
legheny, Mr. Cowell. 

Mr. COWELL. Thank you Mr. Speaker. 
Amendment A824 addresses the reporting requirements as 

has been indicated several times already now. The purpose of 
this amendment is to make the new language of rule 14 similar 
to the language that we did have in rule 47(a) as adopted during 
the last session. I would ask for the adoption of the amend- 
ment. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
York, Mr. Dorr. 

Mr. DORR. Mr. Speaker, this is the amendment that was just 
mentioned by Mr. Wright, and we would agree with the amend- 
ment. 

On the question recurring, 
Will the House agree to the amendments? 

The following roll call was recorded: 

YEAS-196 

Alden Foster, A. Lewis Rodger5 
Anderson Foster, W. Livengood Ryan 
A""s~'o"~ Freind Lynch. E. R. Salvatare 
Arty Fryer Lynch, F. Scheaffer 
Austin Gallagher Mackawski Schmitt 
Barber Gallen Madigan Schwedrr 
Belardi Camhle Manderino Scirica 
Bennett Gannon Manmiller Serafini 
B~~~~~ Gatski McCall Seventy 
Bittle Geesey MrClatchy Shadding 

Ezi:r Geist Mclntyre Shupnik 
George. C. MrKelvey Sieminski 

~ ~ ~ ~ d t  George, M. McMonagle Sirianni 
Brown Giammarco MeVprry Smith. E. 
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Brunner Gladeck Michlovic Smith,I,. 
Burd Goebel Milanovich Spencer 
Burns Goodman Millpr Spitz 
Caltagiran~ Grabowski Moehlmann Stairs 
Cappabianca Gray Mowery Steighner 
Cessar Greenfield Mrkonic Stewart 
Chess Griero Mullen. M. P. Stuban 
Cianriulli Gruppo Murphy Sweet 
Cimini Halverson Musto Swift 
Clark. R. H a r ~ e r  Nahill Taddonio 

Davies Itkin Petrarca Wargo Mr. A. C. FOSTER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Dawida Johnson, E. Piccola Wass 
UeMedio .Johnson, J. Pirvsky W r i d n ~ r  The SPEAKER. The Chair recoenizes the eentleman from 

new leases would pertain to this and would have to be Ameri- 
can-manufactured vehicles. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
York, Mr. Foster. 

Mr. A. C. FOSTER. Thank you Mr. Speaker. Will the gentle- 
man, Mr. Armstrong, consent to a brief interrogation? 

The SPEAKER. The gentleman, Mr. Armstrong, indicates 
Clark, R. Hasay Novak Taylor, E. 
Cwhran Hayes, D. S. Noye Taylor. F. 
Cohen Hsye8.S. E. 0 'Br ien .B Telek 
Cole Hrlfrick O'Brien, D. Th<,mas 
Cornell Hofffel O'Donnull Trrlln 
Cos l~ t t  Honaman Oliver Vroan 
Cowell Hutchinson. W. P e r z ~ l  Waehob 
Cunninrham Irvis IJeterson Wazner 

DeVerter Jones Pistella Wenger 
DeWepse Kanuck Pit ts  White 

Camhria, Mr. Stewart. 
1)iCarlo Kfrnirk Polite Wilson Mr. STEWART. Mr. Speaker, would the sponsor of the 

that he will and the gentleman from York, Mr. Foster, may pro- 
ceed. 

Mr. A. C. FOSTER. Mr. Speaker, would an automobile, a 
Volkswagen, manufactured in New Stanton be considered as an 
American-made car? 

Mr. ARMSTRONG. I would consider that qualifying, yes, sir. 

have a foreign-made vehicle, you czn still lease it. 
Amend House Rule No. 14, page 8, line 17, by inserting after M ~ ,  STEWART ~f that is your interpretation, Mr. Speaker, I "car." In no event shall other than American manufactured cars 

he rented. will stand by that. I t  may cost me a lot of money later but I will 

Ilictz Klingaman Pott  Wright, D. 
Dininni Knepper Pratt  Wright. J. L. 
1)ombrowski Knight Pucciarclli Yahner 
Donaturci Kolter Punt Yohn 
Dorr Kowalyshyn Pylps Zeller 
Dufl'y Kukovich Rappaport Zitterman 
n u n ~ a s  1,ashinger Reed Zord 
Durham I.aughlin Richardson Zwikl 
E a r l ~ y  Lehr Rieger 
Pee Letterman Rittrr Seltzer, 
Fischer.R. R. Lrvi Rocks Speaker 
Fisher. D. M. 1.evin 

NAYS-0 

NOT VOTING-7 

Beloff Micozri~ Street Wilt 
Ilutchinson. A .  Rnodes Williams 

The question was determined in the affirmative, and the 
amendments were agrced to. 

On the question recurring, 
Will the House adopt the resolution as amended? 
Mr. ARMSTRONG offered the following amendment: 

~~ ~ ~~ 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the amendment? 

amendment stand for interrogation? 
The SPEAKER. Will the gentlemau from Lancaster, Mr. 

Armstrong, permit himself to he further interrogated? The 
gentleman indicates that he will, and the gentleman, Mr. 
Stewart, may proceed. 

Mr. STEWART. Mr. Speaker, my Chevrolet has on the body, 
"Made in Canada." Does that count or where do I stand? 

Mr. ARMSTONG. I was just told that myself. Some of these 
General Motors' cars are, a lot of them, manufactured in 
Canada. Perhaps we should qualify some and say North Ameri- 
can, hut I feel that if it says "manufactured in the United 
States." that is qualifying. If you want to buy a new car and i t  is 
not manufactured in the United States, it does not qualify. 

Mr. STEWART. Mr. Speaker, I have a 2-year lease signed 
with the leasing cumpany and I doubt seriously that they are 
going to abide by a House rule when I tell them I am taking it 
hack, 

Mr. ARMSTRONG. It  does not apply, in my opinion, to exist- 
ing leases. This is only for new leases when the rule takes ef- 
fect. If you have a l-year or 2-year or 3-year lease right now 
existing, it will not be retroactive. If the lease is signed, if you 

stand by it. Thank you. 

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Lancaster, Mr. Armstrong. 

Mr. A'MSTRONG. Thank you Mr. Speaker. What this 
amendment would do would he that when we lease a vehicle, it 
would have to be an American-manufactured vehicle. I t  would 
not permit for members of the House to lease foreign automo- 
biles. 

I feel that Pennsylvania taxpayers pay us and I feel that the 
American workers are employed in these factories using Penn- 
sylvania steel, and I do not think it should he retroactive. 
Leases that are in effect now would not be affected, hut any 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
York, Mr. Geesey. For what purpose does the gentleman rise? 

Mr. GEESEY. Mr. Speaker, I rise to a point of parliamentary 
inquiry,please. 

The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state his point of parlia- 
mentary inquiry. 

Mr. GEESEY. Under interrogation, the gentleman from 
Lancaster County indicated that this rule would only become 
effective from the day the rule was passed, hut is it not true 
that once these rules are passed, they apply from the beginning 
of the session and not from the date the rules themselves were 
passed in the House? 
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The SPEAKER. It is the opinion of the Chair that the rules 
which have governed this House from the day we organized 
until now were temporarily adopted. The question before us 
today is the adoption of the permanent rules of the House, and 
it is the Chair's opinion that the new material inserted into 
rules adopted today, and which this House will live by for the 
remainder of this session unless further amended, would not he 
retroactive to any date prior to today. 

Mr. GEESEY. Just a minute, Mr. Speaker. The Speaker then 
is saying, from a parliamentary standpoint, without equivoca- 
tion, that any lease now in effect with a foreign car would re- 
main in effect so long as i t  was in effect prior to May 1, assum- 
ing that the rule passes today? 

The SPEAKER. That is the opinion of the Chair. The Chair 
recognizes the majority leader who makes a point of inquiry. 

Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, it may be that this should be 
directed to Mr. Armstrong. Does this rule change effect also 
the reimbursement for mileage, not just lease? 

Mr. ARMSTONG. It only pertains to a lease. 

YEAS-175 

Alden Faster. W. Lewis 
~~d~~~~~ Freind Livengood 
Armstrong Gallagher Lynch, E. R. 

Gallen Lynch, F. 
Gamble Mackowski 

~ ~ ~ t , ~ ~  Gannon Madigan 
Belardi Gatski Manderino 
Bennett Geist Manmiller 
Berson George, C. McCall 
~ ~ ~ ~ k i  George, M. McClatchy 
Bowser Giammarco McIntyre ~~~~~ Gladeck McKelvey 

Goebel MeMonagle 
B~~~~~~ Goodman McVerry 
Burd Grabowski Michhvic 
Burns Gray Milanovich 
Caltagirone Greenfield Miller 

g ~ :  Grieco Moehlmann 
Gruppo Mowery 

~i,,,i,~i Halverson Mrkonic 
Cimini Harper Murphy 
Clark, R. Hasay Musto 
Cochran Hayes. D. S .  Novak 
Cohen Haves. S .  E. Nove 

Mr. RYAN. All right. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Chester, Mr.Vroon. 

Mr. VROON. Mr. Speaker, may I interrogate Mr. Armstrong, 

- ~ ~ - 
Chester may proceed. I Dombrowski Knepper Polite ~ a h n e r  

Donatucci Knight Pott Yohn 
Mr. VROON. Mr. Speaker, could I, if this rule was adopted, D~~~ Kalter Pra t t  Zeller 

tole ~ e i f r i c k  CS~rien,  B. Thomas 
Coslett Honaman O'Brien, D. Trello 
Cowell Hutchinson, W. O'Donnell Vroon 
Cunningham Irvis Oliver Wagner 
Dawida Itkin Perzel Warga 
~ ~ ~ ~ d i ~  Johnson. E. Peterson Wass 

please? 
The SPEAKER. Will the gentleman from Lancaster, Mr. 

Armstrong, permit himself to be further interrogated? The 
eentleman indicates that he will. and the eentleman from 

DeVerter Johnson; J. ~ e t r a r c a  Wenger ~~~~~ Jones Piccola White 
Kanuck Pievsky Wilson 

~ i ~ b  Kernick Pistella Wright. D. 
Dininni Khngaman Pitts Wripht. J. L 

Mr. VROON. If this car were manufactured in Germany and 
brought over here, could I rent that if contrary to your amend- NAYS-19 

ment? Bittle Fryer Nahill Soencer 

rent a Volkswagen Rabbit? 
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Yes, you could. 
Mr. VROON. How do you know whether it is manufactured 

in theunited Statesor in Germany? 
Mr. ARMSTRONG. They have square headlights, I under- 

stand, if manufactured in Pennsylvania. 

Duffy Kowalyshyn Pucciarelli Zitterman 
Dumas Lashinger Pyles Zard 
Durham Laughhn Rappaport Zwikl 
F,, Lehr Reed 
Fischer, R. R Levi Richardson Seltzer, E:;:;:: M. Rieyer Speaker 

want an American-made VW. 
Mr. VROON. Okay. The matter is moot. Thank you 

Mr. ARMSTRONG. No. 
Mr. VROON. How am I going to know the difference? 
Mr. ARMSTRONG. When you order it, you tell them you 

NOT VOTING-9 

Cappabianca Geesey Punt stewart  
Clark, B. Ha f f e l  Ryan Wachab 
Cornell Kukovich Scirica Weidner 
Davies Letterman Smith, L. 

everybody tries to make us second-class citizens and with 
everything we do to ourselves, i t  seems we put ourselves in that The question was determined in the affirmative, and the 

category and again we are trying to  do it. amendments were agreed to. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Centre, Mr. Letterman. 

Mr. LETTERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Mr. Speaker, 

Beloff Micozzie Rhodes Williams 
Earley Mullen, M. P. Street Wilt 
HUtchinson'A' 

On the question recurring, 
Will the House agree to the amendments? 

. . - . . 

Even the people who manufacture the automobiles in the 
United States will not drive their own junk because they are 
afraid of it, and I do not know why we have to. Thank you. 

The following roll call was recorded: 

on the question recurring, 
will the House adopt the resolution as amended? 
Mr. VROON offered the following amendments: 

Amend House Rule No. 22, page 20, lines 29 and 30; page 21, 
lines 1 through 11, by striking out aU of said lines on said pages 

Amend House Rule No. 24, page 22, lines 1 through 8, by 
striking out all of said lines 
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On the question, 
Will the House agree to the amendments? 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Chester, Mr. Vroon. 

Mr. VROON. Mr. Speaker, may we have some order, please? 
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, would the gentleman yield for a 

moment? 
Mr. Speaker, I am sorry for the interruption. Mr. Speaker, ga 

ahead and offer your amendments. I was hoping maybe we 
could work something out on it. 

procedure go a lot faster than to put everything into one pot 
and say, okay, people, vote once, now we have 50 hills here. 
Just vote once and pass all of these hills. 

I believe that we should all take our obligation seriously. We 
ought to look at  every bill whether i t  is trivial or not trivial; we 
ought to look at  every one and exercise our duty. Our people 
hack home are expecting us to vote on every hill and to look a t  
every bill carefully, so I urge a "yes" vote on this amendment 
which would take out that, what I call, undesirable clause. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Le- 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Chester, Mr. Vroon. 

Mr. VROON. Mr. Speaker, there is a rather drastic new pro- 
vision in the rules a t  this time, and I do not know if you are all 
aware of i t  or not hut I consider this to he a very drastic change. 

This change calls for the use of an uncontested calendar 
which means that we will put all of the trivial hills, so-caued, in 
one pot as it were and at  a given point we will vote once. One 
vote for a large number of so-called uncontested bills. 

I grant you that this is a genuine attempt and a good attempt 
to save our time, to save the trouble of all of the members of the 
House having to look a t  a number of different bills and go 
through the ritual af voting for one hill a t  a time. However, Mr. 
Speaker, i t  is my opinion and a very sincere conviction on my 
part that we are here to vote conscientiously and carefully on 
every single piece of legislation that comes to our attention, 
and I am not sure that any kind of plan can be devised which 
can genuinely place uncontested bills aU in one pot with the as- 
snrance that none of those hills are going to have a t  least a little 
hit of opposition on the part of one of us, and, as far as I am 
concerned, we should all have the prerogative of exercising our 
opposing vote on any of these so-called trivial hills. 

I will go a step further and say that I feel sincerely this is 
our genuine obligation as members of the House to look at  
every piece of legislation and to act on each one individually. 
There are several times I have gone through it, and I am sure 
most of you have gone through it, when you look a t  the calen- 
dar and you see a trivial bill staring you in the face and you 
think, well there is nothing to this, hut perhaps you take a look 
at  the hill in your calendar hook and you find something in that 
hill that does not strike you just right. If this is on the uncon- 
tested calendar, yon have to make a choice. You are going to 
vote for all of those bills. You may have 49 out of 50 bills that 
meet with your approval, hut you want to oppose one of those 
hills and what are you going to do? Are you going to vote "no" 
on the other 49 in order to exercise your prerogative to vote 
"no" on that one? 

high, Mr. Ritter. 
Mr. RITTER. Mr. Speaker, I rise to oppose the amendment. 

Many other legislative bodies across this country use what they 
call a consent and debate calendar. The safeguards are in here 
that Mr. Vroon is concerned about. For instance, if any member 
objects to the placement of a bill on this nncontested calendar, 
the hill will be automatically removed and go on the calendar 
for debate with all of the other bills. The only way a hill can get 
on this nncontested calendar is if the vote in the committee was 
unanimous - no negative votes, no abstention. 

Mr. Speaker, in the years that I have been here, as I said to 
you, other legislative bodies across this country use consent 
and debate calendars and I have been wondering why we have 
not adopted that procedure in this House of Representatives. I 
think it is a good procedure. Yesterday, one of my colleagues 
pointed out, we voted four bills. All of those bills were passed 
unanimously. There was not a single, solitary negative vote. 
Those bills could just as well have heen considered together. 
There not have hurt' Mr. 'peaker, we have 
bills after bills that we have considered over the years that are 
trivial hills -naming a hridge, doing a whole bunch of other 
things that really involved no debate, no negative votes. We 
have spent a great deal of time going over every number, every 
printer's number, calling them up, going through the motions 
of voting for them, which is a waste of time, for the most part. 
There is nothing at  all wrong with this rule. It is a step, and I 
said-and I want to emphasize it again-that many legislative 
bodies in this country have used for years. I think it is a step in 
the right direction for this House. I would urge that we defeat 
the Vroon amendment and leave this rule in. Let us give it a 
chance. I think you are going to find that it is going to be a very 
effective rule. It will work to our advantage. No one will be 
hurt by it. If you object to any hill on that uncontested calen- 
dar, you merely indicate that, and it automatically comes off 
that calendar. It will he placed on the regular calendar for the 
next day's husiness. Mr. Speaker, I ask that we defeat the 
Vraon amendment. 

I do not think that is a good solution to the problem, and then 
I will go a step further and say that I do not think that this 
really saves us a lot of time. 

As I look back over the years and I realize how much time has 
been spent going through the calendar running one small hill 
after another with the efficiency of past Speakers, I have found 
that this has gone rather quickly, and I do not think that we 
have a whole lot of time to save doing this. I can think of a mil- 
lion and one other ways to save our time and to make this whole 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the minority leader. 
Mr. IRVIS. Mr. Speaker, for the information of thememhers, 

when I was Speaker of the House of Representatives last term, 
Mike Fisher came to m? with what I ronslder to he a novel 
idea. It has been incorporated into HR 53 today. We did not get 
an opportunity to incorporate it into the rules last year, and I 
thought this might he a good time to try something new in the 
House of Representatives. I t  is important that yon understand 
what we are aiming for. Each month and each year we vote on a 
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series of uncontested hills where the vote runs 187 to 0,191 to ment. I do not intend to raise the question of constitutionality 
0. I t  would save us-we, meaning the leaders, went over this-a as an issue and ask for a vote on it: however, I do point out that 
considerable amount of time if each week we could have an un- Article I11 of the constitution, section 4, dealing with considera- 
contested calendar on a separate sheet of paper where the bills 
would he read on 3 different days, the same as the constitution 
requires, where the "yeas" and "nays" would he taken as the 
constitution requires. The only difference would he that these 
would he bills which came out of committee with no negative 
votes and no abstentions. If any bill had one, single, negative 
vote in any committee, it could not appear on the uncontested 
calendar. There is an addition, a safeguard on the floor. If Mr. 
Vroon or anyone else looking at  the uncontested calendar feels 
that a particular hill should not he on it, the only thing that is 
required of that Representative, regardless of which side of the 
aisle he sits on, regardless of whether he had anything to do 
with the hill or not, he or she would rise to his or her feet and 
say, I object, Mr. Speaker, to such-aud-such a hill being on the 
uncontested calendar, and it would he automatically dropped. 
The idea may not work. A number of things have been tried in 
the evolution of mankind which have not worked and a number 
of things have been tried in this governance which have not 
worked. All we are saying now is, let us try this. Let us see for a 
few weeks if i t  functions. If it does, it may well save us time; if 
it does not, we will discard it. But until we try it we shall not 
know whether it works or not. That is the simple message and 
that is all there is to it. It may be daring and innovative, and 
that may he strange for the House of Representatives in this 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, hut I would suggest that we 
are not breaking new ground; that there are many others who 
have already gone ahead of us. This is simply different for us. 
Perhaps we need to come a little more out of the horse-and- 

tion of hills, does raise some question when it indicates that the 
bills are to be voted upon and referred to it, raises a question 
that each bill singularly may by virtue of our own constitution 
have to he votedon. 

I think that we should vote on the merits of this proposal, the 
amendment, at  this time and not necessarily the constitution, 
hut I think we should keep the constitutional question in mind. 
I do think this: I think that this number of votes that we take 
on hills that are passed unanimously takes only a matter of 
minutes and does not take a day a week. I think that the calen- 
dar can be printed in any manner that the leadership feels and 
that those hills that were not contested in committee can he 
listed as hills that were not contested in committees. They can 
be run in one hatch, hut they should he printed in a singular 
fashion on the calendar so that each member has a last oppor- 
tunity to draw his attention to that hill. They should he voted 
on in a singular fashion so that each member has an opportun- 
ity to have his attention drawn to that hill so that no single hill 
ever passes this House as part of a conglomerate that the mem- 
ber did not have an opportunity to consider that particular hill. 
I think if we give it a test, as the minority leader would ask, we 
may find to our regret that we passed some law that we did not 
intend to pass. That can happen under our present system, but 
this could accelerate the chance of that, and I think that po- 
tential harm is far greater than the few minutes that we spend 
voting unanimously. I think that Mr. Vroon has addressed him- 
self to a real caution and I think we should take heed of that 
caution and vote for Mr. Vroon's amendment. 

buggy age. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Al- 
legheny, Mr. Fisher. 

Mr. D. M. FISHER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. What the 
minority leader has very aptly stated, I just wanted to follow 
up with a comment to the new members who are probably just 
for the f i s t  time in the last 2 weeks getting an opportunity to 
see how the calendar is covered. If you take a look a t  today's 
calendar, we have approximately 14 pages of hills. Wait until 
we get later in the session, when that calendar sometimes a p  
proaches 20 or 30 pages, and I think one of the things that I 
have seen in the 4 years that I have been here, we have wasted 
practically the majority of some days just going over what 
would now he the consent calendar by reading the bills or by 
passing over the hills or on the day that we vote on them, by 
voting on them in what turns out to be a unanimous vote. I sug- 
gest that if we try this consent calendar and if it works, we can 
perhaps save as much as 1 working day in the session week, and 
as a result we are going to be able to get to some of the more 
substantive legislation that we all want to deal with. I would 
urge your opposition to the Vroon amendment. Thank you. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Delaware, Mr. Spitz. 

Mr. SPITZ. MI. Speaker, I would respectfully disagree with 
the last few speakers and I would support the Vroon amend- 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
~ ~ h i ~ h ,  M,., Zeller, 

. Mr. ZELLER. Mr. Speaker, I am going to touch on a few 
~ tems  that are a little different that will press the alarm button 
as to what can happen if we allow this House of Representa- . 
tives to he run by a certain committee. I think I have been 
around here long enough to know how the leadership operates . 
In regard to appointments of certain people on certain commit- 
tees. Let us take the Rules Committee; no problem. If we have a 
problem with a certain bill that we think we might have a prob 
lem with, let us get it into rules. We will get it out and put i t  on 
the nonconsent calendar, Now who thinks that does 
not happen around here, you have got another think coming. In 
other words, we can get certain hills that we want to get 
through. Let us take a really hot hill, and you go question it 
later on after i t  comes out on that so-called noncontested calen- 
dar, and if you question it, some of you people are not going to 
get a chance to get at  that cookie jar anymore. Just think it 
over a little hit. Some of you people around here think it does 
not happen. I have news for you, because I know Joe Zeller does 
not get o chance to get in that cookie jar. I can tell you that. As 
a matter of fact, I make a little hit too much noise around here, 
hut some of you people who have been sitting here keeping your 
mouth shut, I have news for you. When you get this calendar 
coming to you, they have a lot of hills on there you are not al- 
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lowed to challenge. Some of you guys dare stand up here and particular provision of the rules proposal, hut I am somewhat 
challenge it. You are going to get a little call in the office and 
they are going to tell you, hey look, fellow, are you going to 

pen, that is another watchdog. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Indiana, Mr. Wass. 

Mr. Mr. 'peaker3 ' rise in "pport of the Vroon 
amendment, and i t  is certainly refreshing to hear that we are 
now concerned about time. I can remember in the last session I 
kept track nf the time that the Speaker of the last session had 
to call the House to order 42 times in 1 day because of our inat- 
tentiveness. Today the Speaker has called up approximately 22 
times to be quiet and pay attention and please respect the 
speaker. If you want to save time, it is within your control. Let 

wary about it. I guess the reason why I amconcernedabout it is 
because I have participated in too many committee meetings 

Finally, I have been though some campaigns and I have seen 
and done and used this sort of thing myself: I have used the 
Mickey Mouse game of saying I made so many roll calls, 99 per- 
cent, X, Y, Z, or something such as  that. You know, you can put 
those statistics out and really they do not mean very much, but 
if you have a consent calendar it is responsibly 
tered, then you can spend your time here on the floor on the 
matters that are important and you can free some time for 
other things that you should he doing as a legislator, 

~f you do not want to look at ~e consent calendar to deter. 
mine whether there is somethine on there that the leadershin is 

us do it. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman f r o m ~ l .  
legheny, Mr. Itkin. 

Mr. ITKIN. Mr. Speaker, I rise to support the Vroon amend- 

trying to cram through or somebody else or something bad, 
well, then it seems to me you are not being responsible. If you 
are willing to cave under because of a request that is made or 
something that happens in the committee, even though you 

I 

ment. I am not sure that there is really any problem with this think i t  is a bad hill, and youdo not voice your objections on the 

rock the boat? In other words, you are not going to get taken 
care of. That can happen. Anybody who thinks i t  cannot h a p  

I by no way am going to see this leadership run this House of 
Representatives. I have been elected by 57,000 people. I am 
going to come down here and question every darn hill I want to 
question. That is my prerogative, and any of you people around 
here who want to sell it out, you go ahead and sell it,  but I am 
not about to sell it to the leadership, because I have not been 
too very happy with the leadership around here. We are in a 
heck of a mess in this State of Pennsylvania, and they are tell- 
ing us that all these states do it. I question it. As a matter of 
fact, you can get some goodie hills on this socalled noncon- 
tested calendar and you try to question it. You are going to get 
a little call. I got news for you, and they will tell you where the 
hear can go walk in the buckwheat, real quick. You are not go. 
ing to get a certain hill out of committee. You art riot going to 
get this; you are not going to get that. So let us L :along with 
Mr. Vroon. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the minority leader. 
Mr. IRVIS. Mr. Speaker, speaking as a member of that to-be- 

despised-and-suspected group, the leadership, taking note of 
Mr. Zeller's opinion of us, may I say politely, it is reciprocal. 

There be those, Mr. Speaker, who see plots and plans and con- 
spiracies in every nook and cranny when they look around. I 
want to assure the members that no one is planning anything 
hidden whatsoever. hill has to pass through 

as any other hill. ~ o r e o v e ~ ,  it has to do better than 
an ordinary hill. ~t has to come out of that committee -&h no 

votes. I t  has to be subjected to being read on three dif- 
ferent occasions. I t  means that any member who has an ohjec. 
tion, without even a reason behind the objection, can take i t  off 
automnticnlly from the uncontested calendar and put it on the 
active calendar. 

I really am at  a point of puzzlement as to what threat this 
constitutes to anybody's freedom. If anyone coherently can ex- 
plain that to me, I would be delighted to listen. Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 

where a host of bills are proposed on a committee's agenda and 
the afternoon becomes late and the people want to get to the 
business a t  hand and they want to report the hills on the floor, 
and so they come out with very little scrutiny and many times 
with unanimous votes because on the surface it does not look 
like there is anything wrong with the bills. I am concerned that  
if one individual in a committee might object to a particular 
proposal being placed on the uncontested calendar, he may be 
pressured into voting along with the rest of the committee 
members because it would pkce that particular hill in an un- 
favored light with respect to floor voting. 

I think it is a dangerous precedent, particularly when you are 
dealing with senior members who control committees propos- 
ing legislation or hills, and would put many of the junior mem- 
bers into some type of what I believe a t  least would he jeopardy 
in terms of how they may be viewed. I really can appreciate the 
minority leader's position in trying to move legislation. I think 
we waste far  mo~,:  time debating these questions. If we would 
just get to the issue of voting them, they could be disposed of 
quite handily. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman froni 
Schuylkill, Mr. Hutchinson. 

Mr. W. D. HUTCHINSON. Mr. Speaker, I rise in opposition 
to the Vroon amendment. I do not want to repeat all the argw 
ments that have been made, hut it seems to me that there clear- 
ly are sufficient safeguards built into this rule as it now exists 
to satisfy the fears of ally member. Many legislative bodies, in- 
cluding, I believe, the Senate of the United States and I believe 
the House of Representatives, use a consent calendar. 

One of the reasons that I oppose the amendment goes to an  
issue that T think we all have here and one of the things that is 
most important. if you are a responsible legislator, you ought 
to look a t  that calendar whether it is a consent calendar or 
whatever i t  is, but if you are a responsible legislator, you ought 
to also realize that we should reserve the time on this floor for 
things that are of importance. 
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floor because of that, then it seems to me you are not acting re- 
sponsibly. 

I think this really has a chance of expediting the procedure. 
You know, why do we have 42 requests for order? We have 42 
requests for order because people get tired. It is very difficult 
to sit here for a full day on the floor when you have a 30-page 
calendar, voting a bunch of bills about naming bridges and 
highways that are completely noncontroversial, and then along 
about 3 or 4 in the afternoon or 5 or 6 in the evening after a 
long caucus, then yon are going to reach the substance of the 
day. By that time, frankly, you are just not equipped to cope 
with those problems. 

I think the rule should stay as i t  is, and I think, as the minori- 
ty leader said, we should give this rule a chance and see how it 
works. 

corted by a special committee. All of these rituals we can dis- 
pose of to save a lot of time. 

Mr. Speaker, I also say that you are assuming, when you put 
an uncontested calendar out there, that members are responsi- 
ble enough to look at  that uncontested calendar and to look at  
every one of these hills. I think that youare assumingmuch too 
much. I am afraid that I do not have that much confidence in all 
of the members of this House to assume that they will look 
carefully and diligently and be responsibleas my colleague, Mr. 
Hutchinson, says. I am afraid that human nature is not that 
good and the average person is not that responsible. 

Finally, I must say this: The creation of an uncontested 
calendar has the tendency-and listen carefully to this, because 
I think you must agree with this-to make us all very slovenly 
and careless in our examination of legislation. It is only too 

The SPEAKER' The Chair recognizes the from 
Chester, Mr. Vroon. 

Mr. VROON. Mr. Speaker, I have heard a lot of arguments 
against this proposal and I am still not impressed with the 
validity of these arguments a t  all. I can say this to the minority 
leader: Yes; I do agree that this is the sort of thing that very 
likely will group a lot of bills together that will, very likely, he 
unanimously approved by the House, but there are always a 
few here and there that should not he, and if they are grouped 
with a large group, then somebody is still faced with that 
dilemma. 

Let us look a t  this idea that we have safeguards in here, 
namely by way of unanimous votes out of committee. I ask 
every one of you here, do you really believe that everybody who 
votes to report a hill out of committee is voting to approve that 
bill? That is not necessarily so. This is not coincidental. A per- 
son's vote may be a vote just to report the hill out of committee 
with the expectation that it will be voted on and any debate 
that should develop would be developed on the floor of the 
House. So that is not, in my opinion, a valid argument a t  all. 

I am also very much aware of the fact that there are abuses 
that do occur. I am not going to try to accuse the leadership of 
abusing their privileges as to running bills, hut I am just re- 
mindine the leadershin that as we come to the end of a session. 

easy to let i t  go, and when the time comes, one vote and 50 hills 
are passed or whatever number they put on there. This makes 
us irresponsible and slovenly, and it causes us to abdicate our 

toourconst~tuency, 
A, strongly as M ~ .  Irvis says he does not see any good reason 

why we should not try this, just as strongly I say I do not think 
we have any business doing this, because I think we will be let. 
tingour people down, 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Beaver, . 

Mr. LAUGHLIN. Mr. Speaker, very briefly, the amendment 
has been debated at  great length hut the one thing that seems 
to have been left out of the debate is the fact that the informa- 
tion that can be had by members of this House on any given 
. Issue, when i t  is brought to the floor of this House, I believe, is 
. 
~mportant enough to support Mr. Vroon's motion. 

There are many times when a person will miss a committee 
session, they will miss a caucus, and, as a result, the bill will get 
by them, get on a consent calendar, and they will never know 
what i t  means, never know what is involved. I thiik that it is 
important that legislators in this House, new or old, have the 
opportunity to hear the debate and to hear the reasons for and 
against legislation. I do not thiik that a consent calendar is in 
the best interest of the members nor the constituency. Thank 

we roll bills one after another, and there are many, many hills 
a t  the last minute that are put over on us, so to speak, and we 
are expected to vote them fast because we want to get them out 
of here. What is to prevent these people from grouping a lot of 
these hills together on a consent calendar on the last day of the 
session and saying, you want to get out of here? Okay; vote for 
this consent calendar. And you have 50 to 60 bills on that calen- 
dar, and some of these may not he the least hit valid and you 
may want to do something about it, hut you cannot do anything 
about it because in the last minute you may realize that there 
are some turkeys on there you do not like. 

I do not think this is good at  all. I am a progressive-minded 
individual. I believe in streamlining this House, and I am sure 
that I could tell you numerous ways in which you could save 
time here. Get rid of some of this ritual that we go through un- 
necessarily when the Senate has to come in here escorted by an 
appointed committee; the Governor has to come in here es- 

you. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
York, Mr. Foster. 

Mr. A. C. FOSTER. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman from 
Chester, Mr. Vroon, consent to interrogation? 

The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Chester, Mr. Vroon, 
indicates that he will permit himself to he interrogated. The 
gentleman fromyorkmay proceed. 

Mr. A. C .  FOSTER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, I believe you stated that on some given day I 

might come into the chamber and find, say, 50 hills on the 
calendar and a vote would he called for. I would have no choice 
hut to vote for all 50 of the bills even though I might object to 
two, three, five or six of them. Mr. Speaker, is it not true that I 
could walk into the House chamber on that day and object to 
each single bill on that calendar and it would then be removed 
from theconsentcalendar? 
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Mr. VROON. Perhaps. That is the question you should ask 
the majority leader or the minority leader. 

Mr. IRVIS. Mr. Speaker, if the gentleman would yield, as he 
indicated he will. I will he elad to answer it. The answer is ves. 

automatically drop off and go on the active calendar. Thank Kolter Richardson Yahner 
Kowalyshyn Rieger Yohn 

you, Mr. Speaker. Duffy Kukovich I h r r  Ritter Zwikl 
Mr. A. C. FOSTER. I thank the minoritv leader. I would like Dumas Lehr Rocks 

Cimini Halverson Oliver Taylor, E. 
Clark, B. Harper Perzrl Taylor, F. 
Cole Hoeffel Petrarca Wachoh 

Honaman Pievsky Wargo 
Davies Hutchinson. W. Polite Weidner " .  

absolutely. You would not even have to give a reason. You 
simply stand and say, Mr. Speaker, I object to the following 
hills being on an uncontested calendar, and that is it. They 

DeMedio lrvis Pratt White 
DiCarla Johnson, J .  Pucriarelli Wilson 
~i,,~,,,,~ Jones Punt Wright, D. 
Dombrowski Knppper Rappaport Wright. J .  L 

to make a brief statement. 
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from York is in order and 

may proceed. 
Mr. A. C. FOSTER. Mr. Speaker. I do not see how we can ask 

for a much better safeguard than that. Even if in a completely 
frivolous manner I would come in and ask that  all of these bills 
be removed from the consent calendar, they would he re- 
moved? 

I see no dangers in what we are doing here. I t  may well save 

On the question recurring, 
Will the House agree to the amendments? 

The following roll call was recorded: 

Durham Levin Radgers Seltzer, 
Earley Lynrh. E. R. Ryan Speaker 

NOT VOTING-7 

Beloff Mieozzie Strret Wilt 
Hutchinsan, A. Rhodes Williams 

The question was determined in the negative, and the amend- 
ments were notagreed to. 

us some time and I am inclined to give it a try. I think we 
should defeat the Vroon amendment and give this idea a t  least 
a try in this session. 

Alden 
Armstrong 
Austin 
Bowser 
Brandt 
Clark, R. 
Cochran 
Cohen 
Cornell 
Cawell 
Cunningham 
Dawida 
DeVerter 
DeWeese 
Dietz 
Gamble 
Gatski 
Geist 

On thequestionrecurring, 
Will the House adopt the resolution as amended:, 
Mr. PICCOLA offered the following amendment? 

Anderson 
Arty 
Barber 
Belarl 
Bennett 
Berson 
Bittle 
Borski 
Brown 
Brunner 
Burd 
Burns 
Caltagirone 
Cappabianea 
Cessar 
Chess 
Cianciulli 

YEAS-70 

George, C. Levi 
George, M. Lewis 
Gladeck Livengood 
Goehel Mackowski 
Grabowslu Manmiller 
Hasay McCall 
Hayes, D. S. McClatchy 
Hayes, S. E. McKelvey 
Helfrick Mrkanic 
Itkin Murphy 
Johnson, E. Novak 
Kanuek O'Brien, D. 
Kernick Peterson 
Klingaman Piccola 
Knight Pistella 
Lashinger Pitts 
Laughlin Pott 
Letterman 

NAYS-126 

Fee Lynch,F. 
Fischer, R. R. Madigan 
Fishw, D. M. Manderino 
Foster, A. McIntyre 
Foster, W. McMonaple 
Frrind McVerry 
Fryer Michlovie 
Gallagher Milanovich 
Gallen Miller 
Gannon Moehlmann 
Geesey Mowery 
Giamrnarco Mullen, M. P. 
Goodman Musto 
Gray Nahill 
Greenfield Noye 
Grieco O'Brien, B. 
Gruppo O'Donn~ll 

Pyles 
Reed 
Seventy 
Sirianni 
Smith. E. 
Spitz 
Steighner 
Telrk 
Thomas 
Trello 
Vroon 
Wagner 
Wass 
Wenger 
Zeller 
Zitterman 
lnrd 

Salvatore 
Scheaffer 
Schmitt 
Sehwpder 
Scirica 
Serafini 
Shadding 
Shupnik 
Sieminslu 
Smith,L. 
Spencer 
Stairs 
Stewart 
Stuban 
Sweet 
Swift 
Taddonio 

' Amend House Rule No. 37, page 28, line 29, by inserting 
after "form." No citation requested for any erson, group or oc- 
casion shall be prepared by the Legislative Zeference Bureau or  
accepted by the Chief Clerk unless it is accompanied by the 
sponsorship or written permission of the member in whose dis- 
trict that person resides, or in the case of a group, the district 
in which the group's headquarters or principal address is lo- 
cated, or in the case of an occasion, the district in which that oc- 
casion takes place. 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the amendment? 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Dauphin, Mr. Piccola. 

Mr. PICCOLA. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
This amendment would merely require that a member giving 

a legislative citation in another member's district, to permit 
that member, to join in the cosponsorship of that citation or a t  
least to receive his permission. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Dauphin, Mr. Reed. 

Mr. REED. Mr. Speaker, I would like to interrogate the spon- 
sor of the amendment. 

The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Dauphin, Mr. Piccola, 
indicates that he is willing to accept interrogation. The gentle- 
man from Dauphin, Mr. Reed, may proceed. 

Mr. REED. Mr. Speaker, I will pose a hypothetical situation 
that really is not so hypothetical. I t  happens very frequently. 

We have a convention coming up of the Pennsylvania Cham- 
ber of Commerce, let us say, and there is a person who has been 
selected as an honor and the person lives a t  9608 Calasaqua 
Avenue in the city of Philadelphia. Whose district do you think 
that falls in? 

Mr. PICCOLA. Somewhere in Philadelphia. I do not know 
whose district that is, offhand. 

Mr. REED. Well, how would you fiudout? 
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Mr. PICCOLA. I would imagine there is some reference point 
which yon can use to find out what address falls in what legisla- 
tive district. There are street lists and other means of determin- 
ing that. 

Mr. REED. Mr. Speaker. I follow your amendment to say that 
the Legislative Reference Bureau or the chief clerk would also 
share the responsibility of making sure that whoever the legis- 
lator is at  9608 Calasaqua Avenue in Philadelphia would have 
to have been consulted or at  least gotten permission for the is- 
suance of a citation. Which means, therefore, that the chief 
clerk's office and the Legislative Reference Bureau are going to 
have to maintain an updated iisting of virtually all addresses, 
streets, block numbers, including those districts that intersect 
on alleys and divided streets, and so forth, throughout the 
entire Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Is that a correct state- 
ment? 

Mr. PICCOLA. That may or may not he a correct statement. 
If I were in that hypothetical situation, I would approach some- 
one from the Philadelphia delegation and request from them 
their opinion as to whose district that was and approach that 
member and receive his cosponsorship or permission. 

Mr. REED. Well, I would suggest, Mr. Speaker, that that is 
not as simple a process as you may be suggesting that it is to- 
day. 

Let me give you another suggestion: Let us say that we 
recently had the 4-H groups from all over Pennsylvania or a t  
least central Pennsylvania come down to the Holiday Inn Town 
here in Harrisburg, and let us say that Mr. Cimini-I am not 
putting him on the spot-comes down from Williamsport to at- 
tend that particular event and he winds up heing asked by that 
group, prior to coming here, to present a citation to the Penn- 
sylvania 4-H group. It so happens the Holiday Inn Town falls 
within my legislative district. What you are saying in this 
amendment is that Mr. Cimini, who is alrehdy associated with 
the Pennsylvania 4-H group and I am not, had to get my per- 
mission hecause they happen to be holding their event in my 
district. That is what your amendment would say. 

Mr. PICCOLA. No, it would not. My amendment would de- 
pend on what Mr. Cimini was giving the citation for. If Mr. 
Cimini was giving a citation for the holding of the event and 
the convention, then he would have to get your cosponsorship. 
If Mr. Cimini was giving that citation to the president or the 
head of the 4-H'ers for work well done during the year, then he 
would receive the cosponsorship of the memher from the dis- 
trict in which that individual came. If he was giving i t  to the 
4.H Club as a whole for just general outstanding work, then he 
should receive the cosponsorship of the member in whose dis- 
trict the headquarters of the Pennsylvania 4-H society is 
located. 

Mr. REED. Let me give you a more specific example: Mr. 
David DiCarlo spoke today rather eloquently on the subject of 
smoking. Let us say that there is an antismoking clinic being 
conducted by the Pennsylvania Tuberculosis Society being held 
at  the Sheraton Inn in Allentown, which is along Route 22 go- 
ing into, I guess, Lehigh County, or who knows. The people up 
there would probably know. In any event, Mr. DiCarlo is going 
to show up there as a legislator interested in antismoking1 
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campaigns and he is going to present some group a citation he- 
cause they have started the antismoking clinic and, therefore, 
the citation is for the event. How is Mr. DiCarlo going to find 
out whose district the Sheraton falls in? 

Mr. PICCOLA. I t  would he in whose district that group that 
he is presenting the citation to. I t  is very simple. 

Mr. REED. Well, I do not think that is quite as simple as you 
may believe. 

Let me give you another hypothetical: What if a legislator 
whose district the Sheraton is located in happens to be on vaca- 
tion and cannot be reached? Then the citation does not get 
issued, doesit? 

Mr. PICCOLA. I did not hear that last question. 
Mr. REED. I said suppose the legislator whose district the 

Sheraton falls in happens to he on vacation or cannot be other- 
wise reached and is not going to be back in town, say, for a 
week or whatever and that citation is otherwise ready to go, 
hut you cannot reach him. I guess that citation does not get 
issued, does it? 

Mr. PICCOLA. I am not sure why you want to reach him 
necessarily. If you are giving it to a group, you would find out 
where that group is from and give them the citation, not neces- 
sarily where the event is going to he held. 

Mr. REED. No, we are still on the antismoking clinic at  the 
Sheratou in Allentown, Mr. Speaker, and I am suggesting that 
if that falls within Mr. Ritter's district, which it does in this 
case, and Mr. Ritter may he in Florida for a week and you have 
got your event coming up 4 days later and you cannot reach Mr. 
Ritter for permission to issue the citation, I guess it does not 
get issued, does it? The answer is no. 

Mr. PICCOLA. I appreciate the answer. 
Mr. Speaker, it would he my observation that if enough atten- 

tion is given to the people that these citations are to he given 
to, there would he sufficient time to obtain all thenecessary co- 
sponsorships and all the necessary informa;:>n to make these 
judgments. 

Mr. REED. Mr. Speaker, I am done with the interrogation 
and willmakea brief comment. 

Mr. Speaker, I would suggest that the amendment offered by 
Mr. Piccola is well intended. I have no quarrel with legislators 
having the courtesy of checking with other legislators concern- 
ing the issuance of citations to events or to people or to groups 
who may he within their district. What I am suggesting is that 
if you want to talk about creation of a hurezucracy, you are go- 
ing to have one in the Legislative Reference Bureau and you are 
going to have one in the chief clerk's office, because, Mr. 
Speaker, there is going to he no way that you and I as members 
of the House are going to be able to track down who lives at  
what address and whose district it falls in. Just in the city of 
Harrisburg alone, between my district and Mr. Piccola's, the 
1800 block of Derry Street in Harrisburg-and probably no- 
body here or very few of you would know where that happens 
to he-is divided in the middle of the hlock. There is no line and 
there is no alley or anything; 1831 Derry Street is my district; 
1833 Derry Street is his district. Who would know that? Well. 
no one would really know that unless you have got the street 
list. 
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What I am suggesting to you is, Mr. Speaker, that this is a 
ridiculous amendment. It is very nice but very unworkable. Un- 
less you are prepared to put into your office or the chief clerk's 
office or the Legislative Reference Bureau a complete compila- 
tion of street lists, block numbers, names and addresses of al- 
most 13  million Pennsylvanians, it cannot work and it is going 
to prevent you from issu~ng your citations. If you issue cita- 
tions, you do not want to vote for this amendment. 

Mr. PICCOLA. I might clarify that i t  aU depends upon what 
you are giving the citation for as to what area you use as a 
determining factor. 

Mr. ZELLER. I thank you very much for the interrogation. 
The reason why I was concerned is because the Fourth Estate 

has been very concerned about citations, and I really think that 
we should have somewhere in here an amendment that we 
should contact the ~ r e s s  because they have been writing some 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Philadelphia, Mr. Cohen. 

Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, I wish to speak against this amendment even 

though this amendment places me and maybe 20 other 
memhers of this House in an extremely favored position. I can 
be very charitable because I really have not issued very many 
citations, but if I did issue a lot of citations, this amendment al- 
lows me to issue about 10,000 citations a year because it 
specifically states that in the last paragraph: "or in the case of 

- 
stories lately and they have been really concerned about cita- 
tions and especially Joe Zeller and a few more. I really think we 
ought to have that in here somewhere, and I cannot support 
this unless the press is involved. I am really sincere about that 
and I think it should be amended to include the press, especially 
Ecenharger from the Philadelphia Inquirer and Marcia Coyle 
from the Morning Call, and a few more. They have really been 
working hard finding out where aU these citations go. I think 
we really ought to have them in here. I cannot support it with- 
out the press in here. 

an occasion, the district in which that occasion takes place." 
Now one occasion is a graduation from high school and college. 

I have three high schools in my district; I have two citywide 
high schools in my district and I have three colleges in my dis- 
trict. Because my district is centrally located within Phila- 
delphia, I have a disproportionately high percentage of the 
houses of worship in the city of Philadelphia. Representing 3 
percent of the people, I probably have about 10  percent of the 
churches and synagogues, and these places have a lot of wed- 
dings. I also have a disproportionately high percentage of the 
funeral homes in my district, and I basically helieve that all 
members ought to have equal rights. I do not really think that 
we ought to have a special class of privileged members, even if I 
am one of them, who have the power to issue 10, 20, 30, 50 
times as many citations as other members do. For that reason, I 
would urge a "no" vote. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Le- 
Fryer McCiatchy 
Gallen McKelvey 
Gamhle Miller 
Gannon Morhlmann 
Geesry Mowery 
Geist Mrkonic 
George, C. Nahill 
Gladeck Noye 
Gruppo Perrel 
Hasay Peterson 
Hayrs. L). S .  Piccoia 
Hayes. S .  E. Pistella 
He1frir:k Pitts 
Honaman Polite 
Hutchinson. W. Pyles 
Kernick Rappaport 
Klingaman Ritter 
Knepper Rocks 
Lashinger Ryar, 
Lehr Salvatore 
Lrvi Scheaffer 
I.ewis Scirica 
Lynch, E. R. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the lady from Susque- 
hanna, Miss Sirianni. 

Miss SIRIANNI. Mr. Speaker, I rise in support of Mr. Pic- 
cola's amendment. 

I think it would have a tendency to cut down on the number 
of citations which are issued and I think we need to look a t  that 
because I believe this House is spending too much money on 
citations. I am not sure they are worth the price for us to use 
this as a vehicle for reelection. 

On the question recurring, 
Will the House agree to the amendment? 

The following roll call was recorded: 

YEAS-100 

Alden Fisher, 1). M. Maekowski Sieminski 
Anderson Foster, A. Madigan Sirianni 
Armstrong poster, W. Manmiller Smith, E. 

high. Mr. Zeller. 
Mr. ZELLER. Mr. Speaker, could I interrogatr Mr. Piccola, 

plcase? 
The SPEAKER. Will the gentleman from Dauphin, Mr. Pic- 

cola, permit himself to he interrogated? The gentleman indi- 
cates that he will. The gentleman from Lehigh my proceed. 

Mr. ZELLER. Mr. Speaker, is there any reason why you left a 
certain group out of this amendment - I mean the press? I do 
not see anywhere in here where you ask permission from the 
press whether or not we can give citations. Is there any reason 
for that? No, I am very concerned. 

Mr. PICCOLA. The reason I used the language I used is he- 
cause the language already exists in the existing rules. 

Mr. ZELLER. I see. 

Mr. PICCOLA. The rules already provide that the citation is 
prepared by the Legislative Reference Bureau and filed with 
the chief clerk. That is why that language is in there. The 
language about group occasions or individuals or persons also 
comes from the existing rule. That is why they are specifically 
defined. 

Mr. ZELLER. Thank you very much. 

NAYS-95 

Gatskl Levm 

Arty 
B~lardi  
Bennett 
Bittle 

Brandt 
R~~~~~~ 
Burd 
Cess3r 
Clark, R. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l l  
Coslett 
Cunninghm 
Davies 
IIeMedio 
l)eVertpr 
DrWcese 
IliCarlo 
Lhinni 

F,, 
Fischer,R. R 

Austin 

Smith, L. 
Spencer 
Spitz 
Stairs 
Sweet 
Swift 
Taddonio 
Taylor, E. 
Telek 
Thomas 
Vroon 
Wachoh 
Wagner 
Weidner 
Wenger 
Wright, J. L 
Yohn 
7nrd 
Zwikl 

Seltzer, 
Speaker 



The question was determined in the affirmative, and the 
amendments were agreed to. 
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HOUSE BILLS INTRODUCED AND 
REFERRED TO COMMITTEES 

Barber George, M. Livengood Richardson 
Berson Giammarco Lynch, F. Rieger 
Borski Goebel Manderino Rodgers 
Brown Goodman McCall Schmitt 
Burns Grahowslu McIntyre Schweder 
Caltagirone Gray McMonagle Serafini 
Cappabianca Greenfield McVerry Seventy 
Chess Grieco Michlavie Shadding 
Cianciulli Halverson Milanovich Shupnik 
Cimini Harper Mullen. M. 1'. Steighner 
Clark, B. Hoeffel Murphy Stewart 
Cochran Irvis Musto Stuban 
Cohen I t h n  Novak Taylor. F. 
Cole Johnson. E. O'Brien, B. Trello 
Cowell Johnson, J. O'Brien, D. Wargo 
Dawida Jones O'Donn~ll Wass 
Dietz Kanuck Oliver White 
Dombrowslu Knight Petrarca Wilson 
Donatueei Kolter Pievsky Wright. D. 
Duffy Kawalyshyn Pott Yahner 
Earlzy Kukovich Pratt Zeller 
Freind Laughlin Pucciarelli Zitterman 
Gallagher Ifitterman Punt 

NOT VOTING-8 

Belaff Hutchinson, A. Rhodes Williams 
Dumas Micozzie Street Wilt 

SENATE MESSAGE 
AMENDED HOUSE BILL RETURNED FOR 

CONCURRENCE 

The Senate returned the following House bill with amend- 
ments in which concurrence of the House is requested: 

HB 36, PN 1127. 

The SPEAKER. The bill will appear on the calendar. 

SENATE MESSAGE 
HOUSE BILL CONCURRED IN BY SENATE 

The Senate concurred in and returned HB 60, PN 62. 

BILL SIGNED BY SPEAKER 
The following bill, having been prepared for presentation to 

the Governor, was signed by the Speaker: 

HB 60, PN 62. 

An Act naming a highway in Dauphin County the William B. 
Lentz Highway. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the majority leader. 
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, may I have the attention of the 

House? 
The SPEAKER. The gentleman may proceed. 

HOUSE SCHEDULE 

An Act amending Title 66 (Public Utilities) of the Pennsylva- 
nia Consolidated Statutes, changing provisions relating to fuel 
cost adjustment and valuation of property of a public utility. 

Referred to Committee on Consumer Affairs. 

(NO. 1119 By Messrs. COLE and STLJBAN 

Mr. Speaker, according to my count, there are 17 amend- 
ments yet to be offered to HR 53. A conservative estimate of 1120 Messrs. FREIND, L. E. and 

the amount of time necessarv to treat these amendments is BENNETT 

some 3 to 4 hours. A number of people urge us to continue on; 
an equal or greater number ask that we continue for the day be- 
cause additional work has to he done on some of them that have 
not been caucused on; they are the fresh ones coming down. 

I am going to recommend to the House that we stop now and 
come in tomorrow morning at  10 o'clock. No caucus, come in. 
mediately to the floor and take up where we are leaving off 
right now. 

Mr. Speaker, I have no further business, and when i t  is appro- 
priate, you may consider that I have moved to adjourn until 

An Act amending Title 66 (Public Utilities) of the Pennsylva- 
nia Consolidated Statutes, further defining "corporation." 

Referred to Committee on Consumer Affairs. 

No. 1121 By Mr. FREIND 

An Act amending the "Public Employe Relations Act," a p  
proved July 23,1970 (P. L. 563, No. 1951, expandmg the definl- 
tion of "pubhc employe," provlding for final offer arbitration 
and making repeals. 

Referred to Committee on Labor Relations. 
tomorrow morning at  10 o'clock. But there may he other busi- 
ness before the House can adjourn. No. 1122 By Messrs. YOHN, VROON, MADIGAN, 

KOWALYSHYN and TAYLOR 

HR 53 AND AMENDMENTS POSTPONED 

The SPEAKER. For the information of the members of the 
House, there will he no other roll calls for today. The adjourn- 
ment motion is for 10  a.m. 

Without ohjection, HR 53 and the amendments will be post. 
poned until tomorrow. 

BILLS PASSED OVER 

The SPEAKER. Without objection, all remaining bills on to- 
day's calendar will he passed over. 

The Chair hears none. 

No. 1123 By Messrs. PETERSON, BOWSER, D. S. 
HAYES, MACKOWSKI and LEV1 

I 

An Act authorizing the Borough of Warren, Warren County, 
to transfer a certain parcel of property acquired ursuant to 
the "Project 70 Land Acquisition and Borrowing flct," to the 
Warren YMCA for the purpose of erecting a community 
centerlYMCA building. 

An Act amendingZ'The Insurance Company Law of 1921." a p  
proved May 17,1921 (P. L. 682, No. 284), prohibiting the pay- 
ment of certain routlne hosp~tal admissions tests. 

Referred to Committee on Insurance. 
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Referred to Committee on State Government. Edinboro and Mr. James Young from Erie. They are the guests 
of Mr. D. S.  Hayes. 

WELCOMES The Chair also welcomes as our guests, Miss Trish Kennedy 

The SPEAKER. The Chair welcomes to the hall of the House 
Nancy Forbes, Verne Leib, Helen Rowe and Rosemarie Hel- 
frick. the wife of Mr. Helfrick. all from Northurnherland 

They are the guests of the members from Lehigh and 
Mr. CUNNINGHAM moved that this House of Representa- 

Northampton Counties. 
tives donow adjourn until Wednesday, May 2,1979, a t  l o a m . ,  

The Chair also welcomes Mr. Eugene Fuhrman, township . . 

and her father, Mr. MarshaU Kennedy of Troy, Pennsylvania, 
Bradford County. They are the guests of Mr. Madigan. 

The Chair also welcomes to the floor of the House, Joseph 

County, and the guests of Mr. Helfrick. 
The Chair also welcomes to the hall of the House an observer 

from the League of Women Voters and the guest of the Berks 
County delegation, Mrs. Linda Hinton, of Reading, Peunsylva- 
nia. 

~h~ chair also welcomes to the hall the H~~~~ M ~ .  D~~~~~ 
of susquehanna  hi^,  hi^ hi^ county, along 

with his high school principal, Mr. Miles, and his wrestling 
coach, Mr. Vitolo. Dwayne is the PIAA Class AA State 
Wrestling Champion and the guest of Mr. Piccola. 

The Chair welcomes to the hall of the House 48 ladies and 
gentlemen from the American Legion Auxiliary of Catasauqua. 

and Mary Vlaanderen from Vorburg, a suburb of the Hague in 
the Netherlands, who are visiting our Commonwealth as the 
guests of Rev. and Mrs. Fetter of Elizabethbwn, Lancaskr 
County. They are the guests of Mr. Bran& from Lancaskr 
County. 

The Chair welcomes to the hall of the House six students of 
the seventh grade from Big Spring Middle School and their in- 
structors, Lynette Sheaffer and Janet Mentzer, who are the 
guestsofMr. Noye. 

ADJOURNMENT 

commissioner of Penn Township, and Mr. Ronald Beeler, chief 
of police of Penn Township. They are the guests of Messrs. 
A. C. Foster and Dorr. 

The Chair welcomes to the hall of the House from Erie 

e.a.x. 

On thequestion, 
Will the House agree to the motion? 
Motion was agreed to, and a t  6:10 p.m.. e.d.t., the House ad- 
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